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FOREWORD
This, The 1922 Oracle Greets You.
Enfolded between its covers you will
find a fleeting glimpe of one year of College
life at Southwestern.
In our small way we have endeavored
to preserve memories dear to the hearts of
the students and the faculty of our Alma
Mater.
If this volume gives the reader a truer
knowledge

of

real

Southwestern Spirit,

awakes in him memories of happy days gone
by, and leaves within his

heart

a

kindly

thought for those who have contributed to
this volume, then our endeavors will not have
been in vain.

Who has stood by us in all
our trials and troubles, who
tho' confronted b y
tasks
which seemed too great has
never faltered, who was our
source of strength when we
became discouraged and faint
of heart, and who when we
seemed ungrateful and thankless, still remained faithful to
the last.
To this woman, for all
she has done for us, we offer
the small reward of first place
in this book and in our hearts.

To Audibon H. Neff
Our class father, whose council we have sought in times
of need and whose never failing good
to

make

brighter.

spirit

has

the

world

served
seem

Our class brother, whose everwillingness to help has won
our lasting friendship.
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SOUTHWESTERN
Thru' the dim dusk, shadows deepen
'Neath thy stately darkling walls;
Lonesomely the footfalls 'waken
Echoes in thy hollow halls.
Then the moon's soft gleaming silver
Pouring o'er the eastern rim
Glimmers as a mellow haloSilver shadows glowing dim.

Many the glad hour that has fled
Thru the maze of thy associations

An atmosphere of welcome seems to hover about
thy doors which beckons thy children on to success

Peace reigns within thy shadows
And intellect within thy walls

Deep perspectives rest the tired eyes
And bring to one a sense of
calm content

A boundless campus 'neath the western sky
Boundless above it.

Memories
past,

dear to us gleam through

a beacon of

the

encouragement,

7 hough time may carry us on with its
current.
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A. B., B. S. in Ed.; A. M. Phillips University

President A. H. Burris needs no introduction to the
people of Southwestern Oklahoma.

Although this is the

closing of his first year as president of Southwestern State
Teachers' College, his influence is felt far and wide.

He is

a part of the student body as well as its leader, an ever
ready listener to those seeking guidance and an ever willing helper to those in need.
No words are too great to be said of him and his work
in Southwestern this year, as a leader, as a teacher, or as
a fellow citizen.

PAUL F. KEETON, B. A., Ph. D.
Head of the Department of Education
B.

A.

Howard

Alabama;

College,

Ph. D. George

Birmingham,
Washington

University, Washington, D. C.

LULA

ELSIE

VROOMAN

Training Teacher, First Primary
Graduate of Kansas State Normal

JENNETT

SMITH

Department
Graduate

of

CROSBY
of

Education

Minnesota State

Normal

James

DORA ANN

A

M C L A U G H L I N ,

LITT

D.

M.

Head of the
Language.

Department of

Foreign

Litt. D. King

College; A. M. Yale U.

STEWART

A. M. Univerisity of Oklahoma.

ANNA

A .

ELIZABETH

LANE

Training Teacher, Grammar Grades
Gra<luate of Salina Normal

School.

SHOEMAKER,

ELISE IRENE

A.

B.

Department of Expression and English
A.

JOHN STEWART

R.

Phillips

DOBYNS. A. B.

Registrar and Financial

Secretary

A. B. Graduate of Jacksonville College.

MYRTLE UMPHRESS, B. S.
Head

of

the

Department

of

Home

Economics
B.

S.

uate

University
student

New York.

of

Oklahoma;

Columbia

Grad-

University

of

LLOYD E. S W E A R I N G E N , B. S., M. S.
Head of the Department of

Physical

Science
B. S., M. S. University of Oklahoma.

GRACE ELIZABETH JENCKE, B. A., M. A.
Head of the Department of English
B. A.,
of

M.

A.

Washington

University

St. Louis.

MYRTLE EDITH

KELLY

Head of the Department of Art
Graduate of Southwestern.

JOHN FOSTER LANCE, B . S.
Head of the

Department

Training and Drawing.
B.

of

Manual

Athletics

S. Kansas State Manual

Training

Normal School.

MAGNOLIA M. GEE
Training

Teacher.

Graduate of

Intermediate

Central

State Normal.

SUE

ELIZABETH

MATHIS

Head of the Department of Voice and
Director of Chorus
Holder

of

Life

Certificate

as

Super-

visor of Music, University of Okla.

EULA

C.

FROMAN

Librarian
Baylor Female

College.

T. H. REYNOLDS, A. M.
History Department
A. B. University of Oklahoma.

LILLIAN M.

WESTERN

Training Teacher, Second Primary
Graduate of

Central

State

Normal.

WILLIAM

EARL

Manual

PHILLIPS

Training,

Kansas State
mal School.

Manual

CLARENCE McCORMICK. A. M.
Head of the Department of Mathematics,
A.

M. Clark

University.

A.

Assistant

H. NEFF, A. B .
Head of the Department of Agriculture
Emery Henry College; Graduate Work
Ames College.

Athletic

Training

Nor-

GRACE GERALDINE

HENSON

Secretary to President
Graduate of Polytechnic College.

LUCILE

HUTCHINS

B. M. University of Oklahoma.

'Mid the dusky twilight shadows
Of our passing manhood's morn',
Linked in heart and hand together.
Toiling towards the hoped-for bourne:
Brothers, Sisters in our labors
Now a flood of song we pour
For the love of Alma Mater
And the Class of Twenty-Four.
Years have passed since first we gathered
In these now familiar halls
Hallowed by the recollections
Thickly written on their walls,
And where'er we go forever
Fondest memories shall we store
Round the name of Alma Mater
And the Class of Twenty-Four.
Here and there we culled a flower
From the fields of science fair,
In the minds of thoughts we've labored
'Mong the treasures hidden there.
And their fond associations
Ever shall our hearts restore
When we think of Alma Mater,
And the Class of Twenty-Four.
All the present is a shadow
All the past is but a dream
All the future is a phantom
Beckoning on to worlds unseen.
But tho' wide o'er earth we're scattered
Still the rays of light shall pour
From the brow of old Southwestern
On the Class of Twenty-Four.

CLASSES
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SENIORS

Senior Class Officers
President

G. H. Davis

Vice-President

Shirley Brintle

Sscretary
Oracle Staff

Ethel Brintle

...

Raymond Boyer

Class Father . .

. . Dr. J. A. McLauchlin

Class Mother . ,

. Mrs. Jennett S. Crosby
Motto
Excelsior
Colors
Black and Gold
Flower
Yellow Chrysanthemum

T.IILO REMUND, A. B.
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Senate
S. Club

Basketball Coach
Pres. Student Council

ETHEL BRINTLE, A. B.
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Basketball
Secretary of

Eumanean
Class

G. H. Davis, A. B.
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Senate
Class Pres.
sembly

Tennis
Pres. Student As-

S. G. BRINTLE, B. S.
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Basketball
Corresponding
Secretary of Class

CLAUDE
Foss,

HOSTETTER, B. S.
Oklahoma

Senate

Basketball

Football
S. Club

Baseball
Student Council

RAYMOND BOYER, A. B.
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Senate
Oracle Staff

Football

SHIRLEY BRINTLE,
Weatherford, Oklahoma
Senate
Triangular Debate

GEORGIA FOX
Weatherford,

Football

Oklahoma

Forensia

Sixteen Hi

CHARLES O W E N
Lookeba, Okla.

FINDLEY,

Volley-ball
Base Ball
President of Caddo County Club

J. E. PEERY,
Minco, Okla.
Senate

CLARA REBECCA THOMPSON,
Weatherford, Okla.
Secretary-Treasurer of
Association 1922
Normal Graduate 1911
Blue, Blue Violet

Alumni

P. H. EWERT, A. B.,
Senate

Q. P. Dramatic Club

JUNIORS

Junior Class History of 1922
" W h o are the Juniors?"
The Juniors are the twelve big, husky, mighty, strong,
and powerful students like that of Samson, who now live
in the land of Juno, the land of sunshine and luxuriant
vegetation, have for three long, weary years started their
journey in search for the summit of the mountain of
success.
These twelve students are the very true sons and
daughters of this institution of the Southwestern Teachers' College. They have fought the battles for the honor
of this school, and they could be called the very backbone
of the class of the year 1922. The last fight will be fought
by pens and scratches next year, and they hope to announce their victory in the Spring of the year 1923.
By William C. Marzan.

Junior Class Officers

President

. . Gordon Williams

Vice President

. .Rankin

Williams

. . . W. C. Marzan

Secretary and Treasurer

. . . . John F. Lance

Class Advisor

Colors
Purple and Gold
Flower
White Rose

NELSON BRINTLE
Weatherford, Okla.
Senate
Chorus
" A right jolly good fellow is he."

GUILLERMO C. MARZAN,
Naguilian Union, P. I.
Oracle Staff
Class Secretary and Treasurer
" H e is born not for prosperity,
but to suffer for the benefit of
others."
GORDON WILLIAMS,
Weatherford, Okla.
Football
Track
Tennis

Basketball
Senate

Class President
Orchestra
" H e is handsome and he is quiet,
and he is always true to his
lady maid."
SUGAN KAISER,
Weatherford, Okla.
"She is sweet as she looks,
A teacher at Oakwood school."
RAY HARRIS
Weatherford, Okla.
Senate
Orchestra
Football
" H e is now married to the girl
he loved the best; now in hardware business with his father
on Main Street."
V E R N A HOLDMAN,
Clinton, Okla.
Q. P. Dramatic Club
"People with the highest aspirations usually talk the least about
them."
HORACE L. H E N S L E Y
Weatherford, Okla.
Football
Chorus

Tennis

Senate
Triangular Debate
" H e is a man of wisdom;
A handsome and noble specimen
of Genus Homo."

SOPHOMORE

1922 Class History
All of Southwestern is divided in five parts, one of
which the Academy inhabit, another the Freshman, another the Sophomores, another the Juniors, and the fifth
part the Seniors inhabit. All of these differ among themselves in language, customs and laws. The high school
diploma divides the Academy from the Sophomores and
the Life Certificate divides the Sophomores from the
Seniors. Of all these, the Sophomores are the bravest,
because they fight in yearly and almost daily battles,
things which tend to weaken the courage, and yet they excel all others in valor.
Arrayed in purple and gold armor, mounted on a
black horse, with a small battle ax in her hand, Helen
Wheat was a striking figure, as was Joan of Arc, when she
rode forth to lead the class of nineteen hundred seventeen.
She displayed skill in the management of forces, which
astonished her general and advisor, Mrs. Miller Harris,
with whose help the class raised its' victorious banner.
The banners were carried and held high by Miss Gee
for the class of nineteen hundred eighteen, which advanced
and gained territory under the leadership of Captain Homer
Berry. The steady march and advancement was made
throughout the years nineteen hundred nineteen and
twenty, with the able leaders Roy Stubbs and John Brown.
In these, and preceding years, a great many feasts were
made and held at John Brown's quarters where the company talked of their battles and viewed the spoils. Prof.
Neff was asked to share the spoils with our much loved and
faithful General. A great honor was placed upon the
Sophomore Class when Thelma Graves was elected "first"
in the popularity contest.
In the year nineteen hundred twenty one, with great
determination, the brave warriors were headed by J. T.
Riley. They proceeded to wage battle and conquer territory. Miss Willie Rowland gained second place in the

popularity contest. A second great battle waged, was at
the S. W. I. M. All were appointed K. P. duty and every
one stood at his own post. By the wisdom of "Our
General" and Professor Neff the Company came out victorious. The spoils of this battle were used in serving a
banquet to the Sophomores of nineteen hundred twentyone, who. when they beheld the Purple and Gold floating
victoriously over all, and knew from previous conflicts
they could not tear them down, counciled together and decided they too would like to have such important colors.
So they decided to adopt them so that others would believe
them to belong to this important Army. In view of our
great problem to conquer in the coming year all stayed on
duty through the summer, and with reinforcements we fed
many people at our " p o p " stand. Roy Taylor, like David,
was to meet a giant, the Oracle. He started out with
faith that he should and would in some way be victorious.
Through his noble efforts and the wise and never failing
council of Miss Gee and the Oracle staff the warriors of
nineteen hundred twenty-two have marched on with
streaming colors of victory. Neoma Ruddell was placed
upon the throne of the Queen of May. On account of their
wonderous beauty and popularity Cleone May and Marguerite Tangeman were elected as first and second in the
popularity contest respectively. Although Cleone was a
Forensia she is also a Sophomore.
For these causes which I have mentioned we, the
Sophomore class decided to cross the river dividing the
Sophomore class from the Senior, and with the foundation
already constructed, determined to build the bridge of a
thorough educational structure that would ever in the
future history prove a credit and honor to each individual
member of this class, and help to further raise to greater
and higher dignity, the standing and usefulness of our
beloved "SOUTHWESTERN".

Class Prophecy
The power was bestowed upon me from birth to see
into the future through the crystal sphere. The other
night I took the magic ball and asked the "King of Mystery" to show me the future of the Sophomore class of
'22. At first the glass was clouded, then, little by little,
the clouds cleared away and I seemed to see the members
of our class gathered around the oil derrick north of
Weatherford. Word had been passed that the drillers
were about to strike oil. Suddenly and without warning,
there was a rush and a roar and a black tumultuous column
shot upward from the well, carrying everything with it,
including the derrick and the platform, to which all the
Sophomores clung excepting .Arthur Kelly, who was held
back by Buena. who grabbed him by his coat-tail and
When the members of the class who had made this
unpremeditated and enforced transfer from dear old
Weatherford to this strange land above the clouds and
found that they were prisoners on Luna, they began to in
vcstigate to see what they could find to do for a livelihood.
If it had not been that their beloved Sponsor, Miss Gee,
had been carried with them in the same mad flight and
was there to act as their ccunsellor. they felt that they
would have given up in despair and have perished from
the face of the moon.
On her suggestion, Edward Philips undertook to
establish the Movie business, with Jean Sugden as his.
ticket seller and musician. But he found matters very
different from what they were in Weatherford. He had
trouble the first night. The inhabitants of the moon are
"Luna" tics, and have exceedingly long noses, on the end
of which arc bulbs, something like our electric light bulbs,
and by twisting their right ears they could instantly make
their noses luminous. So as soon as Edward had darkened
the loom to show the pictures, the Lunatics, who did not
understand the purpose, began twisting their
right
he was unable to display the pictures. Concluding that he
could not succeed in the moving picture business, he opened
up a green cheese quarry which he had discovered in the
side of a vast crater.
Again, on the advice of Miss Gee, Truman Kendall,

ears

and im

Lorene Gilbreath, Willie Rowland and Ruth Felts decided
to establish a conservatory of music. They had no trouble
enrolling the students but when the sons and daughters
of the moon began to sing, they found the case was hopeless. The resulting noise resembled the combination of a
steam caliope, a boiler factory and a fog horn, with which
the pupils were perfectly satisfied. Our musicians were
loath to abandon their enter-prise and tried hard and long
tomake something out of their unpromising material.
Soon after landing on Lunar soil, Noel Krueger, Roy
Deal, Joe Peery, Frank Kaiser and Roy Taylor started out
on an exploring expedition, seeking some employment for
their energies. They found the Lunatics in a serious contost with some neighboring Lunatics about making a model
road, something like our Postal Highway. Of course the
boys were interested and thought that their experience at
home might be of some advantage to the Lunatics. Upon
investigating the gravel pits, they were much surprised to
find that what the sophistivated Lunarians were using to
surface the roads with was composed of pure diamonds
without flaw and that the sands in which the diamonds
W e r e embedded were flakes of gold.
Of course this was of
no value to the Lunatics. The boys gathered together seveial tons of the diamonds and as much more of the pure
gold, though figure as they would, they could not decide on '
a plan by which they could get their fortune to earth where
it would be of any value to them. They became prominent
as road builders in Luna during the rest of their stay.
The Lunatics were very much taken with Marguerite
and her hair of beaten gold and chose her queen of the Lunatics by acclamation. She ruled her subjects with iron
hand during her dominion. In spite or all that her physicians could do, they could not produce a bulb on the end of
her nose, nor could they induce her to marry one of the
native noblemen.
Carrie Shannon, Myrtle Morrison, Ione Wood, Mildred
Hobbs and Faye Reed founded a woman's college and tried
to teach the youthful Lunatics the tricks of earth. This
was very difficult for their ideas of value are the opposite
of ours. In despair, Ione very nearly accepted the hand
of a gallant young Lunatic, who offered as a dowery a herd
of Welch rabbits, a lake of buttermilk, and proposed to
take her to live in an enchanted castle guarded by giant

green bullfrogs.
Prof. Kelly rescued her just in time.
Mildred was always of a studious turn and after her work
in the college was over for the day, she studied the Lunar
theories of medicine, which were as different from any
earthly school as the osteopathic system differs from the
old school. At the end of her twenty-five years stay in
Luna she was able to cure any moon-sick lover of his affliction and could give the jimjams to anyone who offended
her and restore to health and reason all who pleased her.
Lee West was both feared and reverenced by the
Lunatics, on account of his eyeglasses, the like of which
they had never seen. And because of his influence over
them, Marguerite appointed him Commander-in-Chief over
all her forces. Clay Venable was appointed a General
under him.
Royce Springer and Cleone May organized a circus.
A peculiar effect of the rarified atmosphere and the de
creased power of gravitation was to vastly increase the size
of the exiles and to apparently endow them with extraordinary strength. Although over ten feet tall, each one of
them could jump, at least seven times his own heighth.
Orin Bradley and Nick excelled as clowns and drew tearful
sobs from their Lunar audience who always took what was
meant to be funny, in the most tragic way. Jimmie Tubb
was stationed at the entrance and in a stentorian voice
proclaimed the wonders to be seen under the big top.
Whenever he tried a touch of pathos, his audience roared
with laughter. Katie Smith, Elva Sweat and Neoma Ruddell, as the Weatherford athletic trio, astonished their own
companions as well as the Lunatic audience by clearing the
bar in the pole vault at a height of eigthy-four feet. Crystal
B u m s , on gossamer wings floated directly over the crowd.
Golda Reed tried the missionary stunt on the natives
of Luna but they took it all as a joke and insisted on
treating her as a comedian of the highest order.
John Shoemaker, Claud Phipps and J. T. Riley thought
it would bo a good business venture to build a street railway from Edward's cheese quarry to the royal palace of
her majesty. Queen Marguerite, but due to the lack of
gravitation their cars continually left the track and
tumbled uncermoniously over the moonscape.
Fiances McLauchlin, Marie Keniston and Joy Blair
bought a restaurant and had worked up a very lucrative
trade until their place was closed for violation of the pro-

hibitory law against selling buttermilk,
Anna West and Bessie Fisher engaged in trade as milliners and dressmakers, but had trouble in making their
ideas conform to that of the Lunatics who preferred feathers around their waists to those upon their hats, and always carried their umbrellas upside down with the idea
that if they caught the rain in the inverted cover they
wouldn't get wet. Gertrude Fink and Edna Dycus became
pioprietors of an ice cream parlor, which was a new thing
for the Lunarians. It attracted enormous crowds, but they
almost lost their lives when their customers laid complaint
before the court that the stuff was so hot it burned their
tongues, but they finally convinced the court that it was a
harmless and refreshing confection.
Bob Burks had an enormous pleasure launch constructed which he sailed in the buttermilk sea, but he was
put to it to protect himself and his passengers from the
vicious attacks of the giant green bull-frogs that infested
its shores. But he overcame this difficulty by the use of
hydrogen-bisulphid bombs which reduced the frogs to tears.
For twenty-five years Prof. Kelly labored to design
an air-craft with which to rescue his companions.
At
last he succeeded in navigating the space between the
earth and the moon. He had no difficulty in locating his
objects of search for they had all become prominent in
Lunar society. Due to the fact that they had grown to
enormous size, he was unable to bring them back more than
two at a time. They found it hard to tear themselves away
from their Lunar friendships and associations, but their
love for home was still strong and they were eager to return to dear old Weatherford. Much to her chagrin Marguerite had to remain till the last for if he had taken her
before the rest her subjects would have risen in anger and
torn them in pieces. They succeded in each trip in bringing
a part of their accumulated treasure of diamonds and gold.
Edward brought a ton of green cheese for which he found
a ready sale, later establishing a regular line of ethereal
transportation between Weatherford and his green cheese
quarry. Truman was very anxious to bring back with him
several of his pupils but he was afraid of the effect of the
denser atmosphere of the earth. At this moment overcome
by my emotions, I dropped the crystal sphere and it broke
into a thousand pieces.
Evelyn Light.

Sophomore Class Officers
Roy Taylor
James Tubb
Willie Rowland..
Crystal B u r r i s . . ,
Robert B u r k s . . . .
Miss Gee
Mr. Neff
Mr. Phillips

President
Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
Class Reporter
Sargeant-at-Arms
Class Advisor
Class Father
. . Honorary Class Member
Colors
Purple and Gold
Flower
White Rose

WILLIE R O W L A N D ,
Forensia,

Oracle

Wilson, Okla.
Staff,

Forensia Pres. Fall term,

Class Play,

16 Hi

Class Sec.-Treasurer

Sec.-Treas. Winter term
And that smile like sunshine darts

;

Into many a sunless heart,

'

For a smile of God thou art.
ROY TAYLOR,
Senate,

Durham, Okla.

S Club,

Class Pres.,

Class Play,

Pres. of Senate, Football, Business Mgr. Oracle
An office holder of right good will.
But all his thoughts are centered on Bill.

E V E L Y N LIGHT,
Forensia,

Hydro, Okla.

Class Prophetess,

Tri-J.,

Operetta

Forensia President last term
Looked with two great eyes of wonder.
Eyes that seemed to ask a question,
MARY REES,

Weatherford, Okla.

Graduate Weatherford High,

Basket ball

Sweet, attractive, kind.
Fair of face is she, and of a fairer mind.

GERTRUDE FINK,
Forensia,

Oracle Play,

Carter, Okla.
Q. P.

A cook of famed renown is she,
A maiden fair of troth.

EDNA DYCUS,
Forensia,

Leedy, Okla.
Q. P.

When she passed it seemed like the ceasing
of exquisite music.

(

JOHN D. SHOEMAKER,
Football,

Weatherford, OkLa.

Basketball,
S

Club,

Man. Trg.
Oracle

Track

Staff

Deeds are better things than words, are.
Actions mightier than boastings.

Z E N A D A BARNETT,
Forensia,

Mangum, Okla.

Q. V.

Tri-J.,

Basketball,

A mother to them all.

LORENE GILBREATH,
Forensia,
Tri-J.,

Apache, Okla.

Oracle Staff,

Aesthetic dancing,

Pres. Pallette and Brush Club,
Vice-Pres. Forensia

There's no phase of student activities. that she
hasn't shoved along successfully.

F A Y E REED,

Sentinel, Okla.

Forensia, Oracle Staff, Aesthetic Dancing Tri-J
Quite jolly is she while out on a hike,
And Irish enough to appreciate Mike.

JAMES W. TUBE,
Class Play,

Mangum, Okla.

Yell Leader,

Vice Pres. of Class,

Student Council

CLAUDE PHIPPS,
Senate,

Second term.

Senate

Red Rock, Okla.

Oracle Staff,

Editor-in-Chief

Triangular Debate.

of

Class, Poet,

Oracle,

Class.-, Play

Secretary

Vice Third term Senate.

It is usless to argue with a woman.

Senate;

MRS. L. L. FINNEY

Dyersburg, Tenn.

Studious and jolly even though married.

ROY B. DEAL,
Senator,

S Club,

.

Weatherford, Okla.
Basketball,

Football,

Baseball
A man who is always; on the job.

THADD

CUSTER,

Forensia,

Aeshetic

Tulsa, Okla.
Dancing

Hair of golden hue, and eyes of deepest blue;
A laugh and a smile, happy all the while

LENA BRASHER,
Beg Pardon!

EVA KELLNER,

Hollis, Okla.

Alva, Okla.

Artistic to the 'nth degree.
Good looks are a part of her eqiuipment.

ELIZABETH WISE,
Forensia

Eldorado, Okla.

Where none admire 'tis useless to excel.
Where there are no beaux, 'tis
a belle.

useless

to be

MARIRE KENISTON.
Forensia.

Lawton,

Oracle Staff,

Tri-J

Okla.

Aesthetic

Dancing

Chorus

I'm geting to like him better all the time.

CARMINE

MASSEY,

Martha. Okla.

The soli of a girl who remains the

same

in

a rainstorm.

EARL PRUITT,
Football.

Brinkman. Okla.

S Club

His soul ambition is to please the girls.

EVELYN

GEIGER.

Forensia,

Colony. Okla.

Orchestra

And don't you always remember her smiles?

LAVETA CARLTON.

Weatherford. Okla.

Forensia
To be a Miller is her chiefest aim.

ANNA
S t i l l

WEST.
w a t e r

Hydro. Okla.
r u n s

d e e p .

FRANCES

McLAUCHLIN,

Forensia,

Chorus,

Triangular

Weatherford,

Okla.

Sec. Forensia Second term

Debate

Our youngest and our fairest sat

lifting

her

large, sweet, asking eyes.

ARTHUR KELLY,
Senator,

Weatherford, Okla.

Class

Play,

Ex-Lieutenant Air

Sec. Senate 4th

term

Service

A man's reach should exceed his grasp,
Or what's a Heaven for.

RUTH FELTS,
Forensia,

Weatherford, Okla.
Tri-J.,

Orchestra,

Class Play

No one knows of what she's thinking.
Be it either books or beaux.

GLADYS J. BRINTLE,
Forensia,

Chorus,

'Tis Shirley

whose

Weatherford, Okla.
Domestic Science
heart was

bewitched

by

her charm.

MARGUERITE
Forensia,
Her

TANGEMAN,
Chorus,

theory:

"Man

Lawton, Okla.

Popularity
was

made

Queen,
to

Tri-J

wait

on

maiden."

RUSSELL CUNNINGHAM,

Custer City, Okla.

Football
Too young for love, ah! say not so.

BUENA

McAULEY,

Forensia,

Frederick, Okla.

Chorus,

16 Hi

Live is a serious proposition after all.

CRYSTAL BURRIS,
Forensia,

Weatherford, Okla.

Chorus,

Class Reporter

I'm sure care is an enemy to life.

MILDRED HOBBS,
Forensia,

Hinton, Okla.

Tri-J., Pres. Forensia second term

Aesthetic Dancing
You wouldn't think she was full of fun until
you see her with a crowd of co-eds in the wee
hours of the night.

CLEONE

MAY,

Forensia,
Class

Frederick, Okla.

Popularity Queen,

Play,

Aesthetic

Student Council

Dancing,

Sixteen

Hi

Pres. of Forensia Third Term
She is good as she is fair.

ORIN E. BRADLEY,
Football,

Track,

Weatherford, Okla.
Basket ball,

Man. Tr.

Oh, call it by some other name.
For friendship sounds too cold.

NEOMA

RUDDELL,

Forensia,
Class Play,

May Queen,

Weatherford, Okla.
16

Hi,

Oracle Staff,

Q. P.

Why don't you speak for yourself, John?

MRS. J. W. PEERY,

Hinton, Okla.

interested in home and school.

J. W. PEERY,

Hinton, Okla.

He comes to school

and

teaches

alternately.

It seems to work well—the result he is a good
scout.

MYRTLE HARRISON,
She goes quietly and serenely on her way.

LELIA WILSON,

Eldorado, Okla.

Willing kindness seems to be her motto.

CLIFFIE STEEN MORGAN,
Q. P. Club

Weatherford, Okla.

Modest simplicity is a virtue of woman.

FRANK

KAISER,

Senate,

Chorus,

Weatherford, Okla.
Preacher

Silence is as deep as eternity;
Speech as shallow as time.

,

CARRIE
Q.

SHANNON.
P.,

Eakley, Okla.

Expression,

She sailed quietly

Class

and

Play,

.serenely

Eumanean
through

her

college career.

NOEL KRUGER,
Football,

Weatherford, Okla.

Fisherman

Not appreciated until known.

EDITH WISE,

Eldorado, Okla.

Forensia
She can make the violin talk equally as well as
she can move to its music.

JEAN SUGDEN,
Oracle Staff,

Weatherford, Okla.
Oracle Poet

Work and study are her hobbies;
Life to her is one perpetual gain after another.

EVERT PHILLIPS,
Senate,

Enid, Okla.

Oracle Staff,

Class Play

Sir, I was courteous, every phrase well oiled.

IONE WOOD,
Class Historian,

Weatherford, Okla.
Home Economics

In Domestic Science and tennis she stars, and
enjoys a lark O' the GREEN.

HASKELL

PRUETT,

Brinkman, Okla.

Former superintendent of Jackson County.
Full of life and a strong booster.

MRS. C. O. FINDLEY,

Lookeba, Okla

With pallette and brush, a maker of mountains
hills, and streams, is she.

ROYCE SPRINGER,
Track,

S Club,

Eat, drink, and

Stafford, Okla.
Football,
be

Senate

merry, for

tomorrow

we

may die.

BESSIE FISHER,

Hinton, Okla.

A blond but not light headed.

M A R Y

TULIS,

Sentinel, Okla.

Pallette and Brush Club
Tenderness beams from her bright brown eyes.

EVA HOWARD,

Louis, Okla.

Pallette and Brush Club
With a smile she faces every difficulty.

MRS. HOMER BROWN,

Custer City, Okla.

She possesses the power of friend-winning to
a degree uncommon.

HOMER A. BROWN,

Custer City, Okla.

Just like his wife.

CLAY VENABLE.
Senate,

Geronimo, Okla.

Oracle Staff

If genius is ninety per cent hard work, he is
a genius.

Freshman Class Officers

Clyde Steen
Warren Delaplain . . .
Eva Sponholtz
Edward Burris
Miss Grace Henson .

President
. . . Vice Pres.
. . . Sec. Treas.
. . Oracle Staff
Class Advisor

E D W A R D BURRIS, " E d d y "
Senate,

Oracle Staff,

Weatherford, Okla.
Triangular Debate

ETHEL HILL, "Sweetie"

Loveland, Okla.

Forensia
"Valuable goods come in small

FLOSSIE

W Y N N , "Fluffy"

packages."

Hollis, Okla.

Eumenean, Q. P.
" A happy Page in the book of 1."

F A E YOUNT, "Cookie"
Forensia,

Hinton, Okla.

Q. P.

"Full of pep and full of vim;
All must cater to her whim."

JOHN CAVENER, "Henry"

Weatherford, Okla.

House of Representatives
"They go wild, simply wild, over me."

CLYDE STEEN, "Stinum"
Senate,
"A

Weatherford, Okla.

Pres. Freshman Class,

Football

great orator, especially in class meetings."

HENRY J. VOGT, " V o t "
House of

Corn, Okla.

Representatives,

Basketball

"The corn-fed lad from the country."

MINNIE VEATCH, " M i n "

Weatherford, Okla.

Forensia
"Oh,

Min."

ESTHER COLLIER, "Skinny"

Mangum, Okla.

Chorus
"Her hair is dark, her eyes not brown.
This little girl from Mangum town."

HUGH HACKLEMAN, "Hack"
Football,

Basketball,

Mt. View, Okla.

Senate,

"You can take a boy out of

S Club

the

country, but

you can't take the country out of the boy."

E D W A R D BOYD, "Arkansas"
House of Representatives,

Tyronza, Ark.
Q. P.,

Chorus

" H e spent all his time telling folks why he was
out here."

MOREA MOREFIELD, "Pudge"
Chorus

Thomas, Okla.

" M y hair is brown, my eyes are blue;
Remember, boys, I'm fond of you."

RUTH RECTOR, "Jennie"

Hammon, Okla.

Chorus
"Bashful! You don't know Ruth like I do.
Married, nuff said."

EDISON TIPPENS, " T i p "
House of

Representatives,

Hammon, Okla.
Football

"A man who's not afraid to say his say though
a whole town's against him."

ELLEN JOHNSON, "Cutie"

Married too.

Cordell, Okla.
i

Forensia, Chorus
"Three cheers for Cordell, send us more like
her."

NORA MURRAY,

Mangum, Okla.

"She's already ready to help and a good helper
to."

ALBERTA BROWN, "Bertie"
Forensia,

Elk City, Okla.

Tri-J.

"There's pride in her eye, there's pride in her
sigh and there's pride in the way .she walks."

MARGUERETTE FRASER,"Freckles"Lawton, Okla.
Forensia,

Tri-J.

"She likes fun, boys and gum."

EVA

SPONHALTZ,

Forensia,

Weatherford, Okla.

Sec.-Treas.

Freshmen,

Basketball

" A n expert at basketball courting as well as
other courting."

J. C. HOWARD, "Jelly Bean"

Butler, Okla.

Football
" A s idle as a painted

ship

upon

a

painted

ocean."

BESSIE Y E O M A N , " B e s s "
College Ocette,

Ames, Okla.

Voice

" I t is good to know her."

K. BRYAN CORNELL, " B i n g "

Weatherford, Okla.

" Pericles" in argument
Why he could distinguish and divide
A hair twixt south and southeast side."

OVIS COOKE, "Cookie"

Thomas, Okla.

Art Club
"She is a noble creature,
And complete in mind and feature."

HALLIE H A N N A ,
" I have been told by
too modest."

Lawton, Okla.
my

friends

that

I am

CHAS

ROLLER

Butler, Okla.

Basket Ball
-Roller is a jolly boy,
When he

goes

to

the "how he usually takes Joy"

MISS GRACE HENSON.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

ClassAdvisor.GLENNH O L L A R ,

Football,
"A

Truck

hard worker and a good fellow."

Weatherford, Okla.

ACADEMY

Academy Officees
James Paige
Louie C. Roberts . .
Grace Trotter
Miss Dora Stewart .
T. H. Reynolds . . . .

President
. . . Vice. Pres.
. . . Sec. Treas.
. Class Mother
. Class Father

Top Row;
Sam Remple, Corn, Okla.; Maude Bailey, Weatherford,
Okla.; James Paige, Leedy, Okla; Ann Barker, Weatherford, Okla.; Leslie Steen, Weatherford, Okla.
Bottom Row
Earline Riley, Camcgie, Okla.; Nona Hinds, Liberal, Kan.;
R. F. Kirkpatrick, Oklahoma City, Okla.; Mrs. R. F. Kirkpatiick, Oklahoma City, Okla.

The Training School
The Training- School has had a very successful year
with an enrollment of a hundred and fifty pupils.
The
school is maintained for the primary purpose of affording
the college students practical experience in teaching and
move than a hundred of the students have had observation and practice work under the careful supervision of
the training teachers.
Several times during the year special programs have
been rendered by the pupils of the Training School which
have served to make the work more interesting and also
more helpful to both pupils and teachers.
The year has been marked by a fine spirit of co-operation between teachers and pupils and it is generally admitted to have been a very successful session.

MISS

VROOMAN

MISS GEE

FACULTY

BABIES

CLUBS
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The Senate Debuting Society

The Senate Debating Society has existed from the time Southwestern
was established. From that good time until the present the Senate has
selected the triangular debaters. The reason for this is that this organization is composed of the cream of the school.
The young men who
constitute the membership of this organization are leaders in this country.
The Senate has produced a famous crop of soldiers and statesmen and is
still productive.
A short time ago I sat in the Alumni association and listened to the
speeches of Dick Cloud and others who have in the past been members of
the Senate at Southwestern. It became plain to me that if you judge a
debating society by the product it turns cut the Senate has been eminently successful. The men that I listened to are the leaders of Southwestern
Oklahoma as well as in other parts of the state wherever they happen to be.
With such traditions back of this organization you are not surprised
to hear that in a public try-out at Southwestern in February four Senators
were selected to represent the school in the arena of debate against Edmond and Alva in the regular annual debate. Those selected are Shirley Brintle, James Tubb, Horace Hensley and Edward Burris.
The Senate membership does not exceed forty in number but this
number meets every Monday evening and studies the great problems
which confront the world. It is worth more than any one subject you
pursue in any institution. It teaches you to think on your feet as nothing
else can or will.
The Senate is looking forward to the Annual Banquet which is one of
the greatest affairs of the year. At this time the Senate and their sister
society, the Forensia, meet and listen to our toastmaster and other speakers chosen for this occasion. These who have attended the Senate-Forensia banquet need not have it described to them.
With the future before us let us apply ourselves that we may be
worthy the name Senators for in all the history of the school the Senate
has held a place of honor. Let us remember that eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty and that eternal vigilance is the price of success in life.
"Lest we forget, Lest we forget."

Senate Officees

Gordon Williams
Robert Burks . . .
Milo Remund . . . .
Roy Taylor
Nelson Brintle . . .
Everet J. Phillips
Horace Hensley . .
G. H. Davis
Claude Phipps . . .
Shirley Brintle . . .
Claude Phipps . . .
Arthur Kelly . . . .

First Term
• President
Vice Pres.
. Secretary
Second Term
. President
Vice Pres.
. Secretary
Third Term
. President
Vice Pres.
Secretary
Fourth Term
President
Vice Pres.
Secretary

T. H. Reynolds, Critic

R O L L

Shirley Brintle
Nelson Brintle
Robert Burks
Edward Burris
Raymond Boyer
K. Brvan Cornell
Roy Deal
P H . Ewert
Claude Hostetter
Hugh Hackleman
Horace Hensley

Arthur Kelly
Frank Kaiser
Everet Phillips
Claude Phipps
Milo Remund
Clyde Steen
Mansur Stewart
James Tubb
Roy Taylor
Gordon Williams
Clay Venable
T. H. Reynolds

Question:—Resolved that all imigration to the United
States should be prohibited for a period of not less than
three years.
Affirmative: Horace Hensley and Edward Burris
Alternate: Frances McLauchlin

Question:—Resolved that all imigration to the United
States should be prohibited for a period of not less than
three years.
Negative: Shirley Brintle and James Tubb
Alternate: Troy Risinger

Roll on thou mighty heaving waters, roll
And crash against yon rugged craig that stands
So bold, of ragged stone, to curb thy soul
Which ceaseless frets and chafes against its bonds.
A countless age of pent up wrath and power
Doth seek seek expression with each battering surge;
Aheaving breakers booming hour on hour.
Proclaim the soul that doth these breakers urge.
Thou tirest not, 0 Sea of mighty main,
And ne'er despairing of the ceasely moil,
Through constant effort, dost thou hope to gain,
The sifting sands are fruitage of thy toil.
So roll, thou mighty waters, roll and foam,
And beat against the shore as thou hast done
Since long before mere man had dared to roam
Upon thy deep,—ere time had scarce begun.

Forensia
During the past year, Forensia has lived up to her
name and most of her endeavor has been in the Forensic
field. Her members won trophies in the debate against
the Senate on the question: "Resolved that the present
three per cent law of imigration be made permanent in
the United States,"receiving the unanimous decision of
the judges. Taking into consideration that this was their
first year in debate they made a splendid showing in the
contest with the House of Representatives and in the tryout for the Triangular. Frances McLauchlin was selected
as one of the alternates. The winners of the Popularity
contest. Cleone May, Marguerite Tangeman and Marguerite Frazier.) were Forensia members. Neoma Ruddell,
another of our number. was our May Queen. The initiatory stunts were unique and were, to say the least, striking advertisements of the order, never to be forgotten by
the beholders. The St. Valentine party at Crystal Burris'
was well attended and enjoyed by all. We owe much to
the .splendid guidance and leadership of Miss Western,
without whom, we feel that we could have accomplished
little.
This is a Co-ed Order,
Very old and strong;
And all the best and noblest
In its ranks belong.
Poverty and pride of wealth.
Mightest class and humble place
Fade away, forgotten all
In its safe embrace.
Of formulas and passwords
Naught this Order knows;
But each one finds her sister,
Wheresoe'er she goes.
Never higher pledge was made,
Ne'er known was trust more grand;
Never stronger bond was felt,
Than Forensia's clasping hand.
Evelyn F. Light.

Officers

President
Vice Pres
Sec'y. and Treas. .
Sargeant-at-arms .
Reporter

.Willie Rowland
. Mildred Hobbs
. Florence Ryan
. . . Goldie Reed
. . Edna Dycus
Second Term

President
Vice Pres
Sec'y. and Treas.
Sargeant-at-arms
Reporter

Mildred Hobbs
.Marguerite Tangeman
. .Frances McLauchlin
Zanada Barnett
Lorene Gilbreath
Third Term

President
Vice Pres
Sec'y. and Treas.
Sargeant-at-arms
Reporter

Cleone May
. . . Alberta Brown
. . . Willie Rowland
. . . Buena McAuley
Evelyn Light
Fourth Term

President
Vice Pres
Sec'y
Treas
Sargeant-at-arms
Reporter

Evelyn Light
Alberta Brown
. Marguerite Tangeman
Margurette Fraser
Eva Sponhaltz
Thelma Knight

Officers of the Q. P. Club
Second Term
Carrie Shannon . . .,
Verna Holderman . .
Clara May Burris ..

President
Vice President
Secretary Treasurer
Third Term

Neoma Ruddell
Edward Boyd
Flossie Wynn
James Paige

President
Vice President
Secretary Treasurer
. . . Sargeant-at-arms
Fourth Term

Gertrude Fink . . . .
Troy Risinger
Mary Alice Bennett
Clara May Burris . . ,

President
Vice President
. Secretary Treasurer
,. . Sargeant-at-arms

Members
Zenada Barnett
James Paige
Mary Alice Bennet
Troy Risinger
Edward Burris
Neoma Ruddell
Clara May Burris
Carrie Shannon
Gertrude Fink
Flossie Wynn
Verna Holderman
Faye Yount
Miss Elsie Shomaker, Adviser

Pallette and Brush
Lorene Gilbreath
Dorothy Dobyns .
Nona Hinds
Miss Myrle Kelly

President
. . . . Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
Adviser

EflRe Ames
Esther Collier
Ovis Cook
Lillian DeLaney
Magnolia Gee
Verna Holderman

Gertrude Mace
Mary Tullis
Ethel Wolfe
Gwendolyn Winkler
Hassie Williams
Faye Yount

Georgia Hempstead
Eva Howard
Mamie Hartwell
Cora Knight
Morea Morefield
Alsia Morrison

Eumenian Club
Officers
First Semester
Effle Warlick . . ..
Oleta Tomlinson .
Lillian Delaney . .
Nell Martin
Grace Trotter . .

Second Semester
. . . . President
. . . . Lillian Delaney
. . . Vice Pres
. . . . Ethel Tomlison
. . . . Secretary
Nell Martin
. . . . T r e a s u r e r . . . . . . Louise Sponhaltz
. Sargeant-at-arms . . .Effie
Woodruff

Anne Barker
Nona Hinds
Clara May Burris
Adele Hudson
Ova Larkin
Ethel Brintle
Nell Martin
Mildred
Crosby
Gladys Reed
Yula Rhodes
Margaret
Crosby
Eunice Riggs
Carrie Shannon
Lillian Delaney
Inez Smith
Louise Sponhaltz
Dorothy Dobyns
Ethel Tomlinson
Oleta Tomlinson
Georgia Hemstead
Grace Trotter
Ethe Warlick
Edith Williamson
Effie Woodruff
Miss Elsie Shoemaker, Sponser

The Barefoot Girt
(With Apologies to Whittier)
Blessings on thee, little Maid.
Barefoot girl, in sun and shade!
With thy short and childish dress,
With curls the winds caress.
With thy blue eyes, bluer still
Than the Blue-bells on the hill.
With the dimples in thy cheek
Coming, going, hide and seek.
Greeting ere the year shall pass.
I was once a barefoot lass.
Queen thou art, the woman grown
Only then ascends her throne.
Let her use the limousine.
Barefoot-yet. thou art the queen.
Thou hast riches all untold
Better far than all her gold.
Always smiling when you pass
Blessings on thee, little lass.
Cherrily then, my little maid.
Live and laugh e'er girlhood fade.
Though the climb be rough and steep
Upward always thou must keep.
Every mom thy feet shall stray
Through the flowers bright and gay
And at eve the breezes sweet
Come and cool thy tired feet.
All too soon the years will pass
Leaving childhood little lass.
Time' thy childhood must fade,
Childish things away are laid.
Onward always must thou go
Fighting bravely each new foe.
Happy if thou art good and true
Loving all not just a few.
O'er the quick and threacherous tide.
A h ! that thou couldst, ere it pass.
Know thy joy, my barefoot lass.—J. S.

May Festival
May Queen
Robin Hood
Court Comedian..

Neoma Ruddell
. . . Ross Kendall
. . E. B. Howard

Attendants to the May Queen
Willie Rowland, Roy Taylor, Edna Dycus,
Claud Phipps, Mildred Hobbs, Truman Kendall
Class Attendants
Senior
L. G. Brintle and Raymond Boyer
Junior
Susan Kaiser and Edgar Stewart
Sophomore
lone Wood and Arthur Kelly
Freshman
Vera Clark and Erick Smith
A c a d e m y . . . . Ethel Tomlinson and James Paige
Train Bearers. . Melba Eaton and Jean Hughes
Flower Bearers
Leota Lance, David Neff,
Helen Fox and Samuel Allgood
Junior Attendants
Elizabeth Ruddell, Jack Ruddell, Macie B,
Cramer, Ned Galloway.

Come ye youths and maidens gay,
And crown Neoma, Queen of May.

We met her as a pleasant thought
And when she came
The world seemed brighter for her coming.

Cleone

Her presence is like a breath,
Fresh from a Rose garden,
Which floats upon the hushed night air,
A lingering pleasantness.

Because she is pleasant
We esteem her;
Because she is witty
we admire her;
Because she is friendly
we love her.

Brief History of Athletics at Southwestern

Athletics in Southwestern are as old as the school itself, although
not carried on and participated in as extensively as now, it has been an
ever present factor in the advancement of the school. Prof. Whitcomb
former head of the manual training department has the honor of blazing
the trail for athletics in Southwestern. Under him the men of the first
few years learned the rudiments of the various games. Our athletes
attained such success that Mr. Hickock was obtained as head of the department of athletics. During this time Southwestern won State Championship after State Championship, on the baseball diamond. Following
him came Coach Schultze who also put out many great teams. About
this time in our history an accidental death on the foot ball field put a
damper on that field of sport and it was not revived for several years.
When coach Shultze left us Mose Gaskill came as head of the athletic
department.
Under him athletics continued to flourish. Many a great
track team, as well as athletics in other blanches of sport testified to his
ability as a coach.
This ended what might be called the fi)st era of athletics in Southwestern.We were without a regular coach for a period of time, but nothing suffered save football, for with the coming of Earl W. Wiley from
Dartmouth University, where he made the ail-American basketball team
for years in succession, we obtained a man of unlimited ability. Since
that time Southwestern has always been .it or near the top of the ladder
in l)asketball circles. Many prominent athletes and coaches in Oklahoma
and other states learned their worth under him. Following him came
Claude Reeds, that great all-round athlete from O. U., who started football in full blast again and pushed the other sports to the front. Next
came Sam Burton, another O. U product, who also ably upheld the traditions of the school. Following him came our present coach, John F.
Lance from Pittsburg, Kansas. Under him Southwestern has leaned to
the front in all branches of sport and as long as he stays with us we can
rest assured that we will remain there. Southwestern has always been
famous for her basketball, baseball and track teams while several state
championships have been won in tennis and football, the latter having
achieved great success in recent years.

ATHLETICS
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ORACLE

John F. Lance
Athletic

Director

and

Coach

In Coach Lance we have a man of the highest standard.
He has been at Southwestern three years and has met
with marked success in the shaping of his teams, and
through his stirling qualities as a man, as a sportsman, he
has gained the confidence and respect of all connected with
the institution. Mr.Lance has at all times enjoyed the
full confidence of his men and has at all times stood for
that which is best in athletics.

W. E. Phillips

Assistant

Coach

and Head

of Manual

Training

Department

Foot Hall
As is generally to be expected, many of the Football men reported as
coming to Southwesten did not come, but dispite this Southwesten has
without doubt the best team in the history of the school. The team
playing the strongest colleges in the state and in no case having a bad
defeat.
Our men were exceptionally fast but were handicapped by their
weight, having probably the lightest college team in the state.
Our men were unexcelled in the forward passing game, and on many
occasions made great gains on passes. Then on a line buck, Thomas our
fullback never met anywhere his equal this year and was picked for allstate fullback. Conrad had a good right to be proud of the team he so
ably led. Captain-elect Joe Holland is looking forward to 1922 when
he hopes to captain the team holding the State Championship
S. W. C. 0

A. & M. 53

September 24, our pigskin warriors journeyed to A. & M. College
for the first game of the season. From lack of material to put in for those
injured we were badly handicapped but for the first quarter we fought
them off their feet. Then Kendall and Taylor were hurt and we had no
proven material to replace them. Several others were injured but still
fighting.
Then A. & M. put in new men and we went to defeat, but not
without a hard fight. In this game A &. M showed much unsportsman
like conduct. Several times openly slugging in the line and by jumping
on a man after he was tackled.
S. W. C. 7

O. C. COLLEGE 7

With Ross and Truman Kendall injured and unable to play, our
makeshift team completed thirteen first downs against the heavy O C
College team. Their team was exceptionally heavy but as our men had
for their slogan "The bigger they are the harder they fall," they just
plowed through the O C line. Southwestern used straight football at all
times in this game while 0 C College got their touchdown on a break.

S. W. C. 0

PHILLIPS U. 14

We went to Phillips to have a hard fight but we didn't expect to have
to fight the referee but almost had to.
With Harris and Kendall out the remainder of the team with two
substitutes held the Phillips team scoreless the last two quarters, although
they tried passes and straight football. This game was protested because when Deal recovered a fumble and raced fifty yards to a touchdown the referee said it was not a fumble but an incomplete pass.
S. W. C. 14

OKLA. BAPTIST U. 0

Oct. 14 our band of pigskin warriors. thinned by casualties in other
games, journied to Shawnee to face the Baptist warriors.
The game was evenly fought in the first three quarters, but early
in the fourth period Truman Kendall intercepted a Baptist pass and
raced eigthy yards to touchdown. Steward kicked goal. Southwestern
then received the kick-off and carried the ball straight down the field
for another touchdown.
S. W. C. 14

ALVA 14

This was one of the two greatest games of the season. Alva came
here expecting an easy victory but they were mistaken as they were
outplayed and outgeneraled in every phase of the game from start to
finish.
Thomas playing fullback was easily the star of the game, making
ninety-two yards on line plunges..
Southwestern made seventeen first downs to thirteen for Alva and
seven out of thirteen passes for two hundred twenty yards to one out of
seven for twenty yards for Alva. Freeman made the last touchdown
for Southwestern on a pass from R. Kendall in the last three seconds to
play. The line held exceptionally well holding them for four downs on
the one yard line.
S. W. C. 14

EDMOND 21

Despite the fact that Edmond won, this was without doubt the
greatest game of the season. Southwestern making two touch downs in

the first quarter and outplaying them in every phase of the game.
Taylor made the first touchdown when he caught an intercepted
pass. Ross Kendall made the next on a cut-back. The next quarter with
the wind in their faveor, they rallied and tied the score. The last half
neither side seemed able to score, but finally Williamson, their star
half got around end for the winning touchdown.
Except for a fumble on the two yard line, Southwestern without
doubt would have tied the score.
S. W. C. 14

TONKAWA 7

Nov. 5, a week after our battle with Northwestern, our wearers of the
moleskins went to Tonkawa. It developed early in the game that they
were no match for us and it was but a short time till the ball was safely
carried across the goal, but the referee would not allow it as he said
our backfield was in motion and we were due for a fifteen yard penalty.
Seven times Southwestern carried the ball for a touchdown and
seven times it was brought back. During the last quarter they allowed
us two touchdowns.
Tonkawa made their touchdown by getting up and running with
the ball after being tackled. Holland and Harris were the stars in this
game, in fact every man proved himself to be a star.
S. W. C. 14

KINGFISHER COLLEGE 0

Thanksgiving day we joumied to Kingfisher for a battle royal. Although outplaying our opponents at all times, it proved to be a real j o b
to make a touchdown, but in the third quarter a pass from Kendall to
Holland netted us a touchdown. Then Taylor blocked a punt and Conrad and Thomas carried it over for another touchdown. Ross Kendall
kicked both goals.
Kingfisher had one of the heaviest teams met this year, and this was
one of the hardest games of the season.

,

RAY HARRIS
20. 6 ft. l ' / 2 . 180.
At center "Harrie" always played an exceptionally good game, charging through
and getting the man with the ball back of
the line many times. He never saw a center he couldn't get the best of. He was
second choice for All- State center.

CAPT. JOHN CONRAD
21. 5 ft. 7. 175.
Cotton played his second year in the back
field and played every position in the course
of the season. He was especially good on
line plunges and breaking up passes. He
was also an excellent tackier and seldom let
a man get by.

ROSS KENDALL
21. 5, ft. 10 1/2. 160.
Ross at quarter or half was a strong player
and always called signals when in a game.
He had an uncanny ability to pick the opponents weak spots. He was an excellent passer and tackier and a broken field runner of
merit. He was unfortunate in getting an
injured shoulder at the beginning of the
season.

ROY T A Y L O R
21.
5 ft. 1 1 1/2. 1 7 5 .
Roy at tackle was an exceptionally hard
hitting man who always hurried the passer
and punter. It was seldom that a man ever
got around him. Roy also did most of the
punting and on many occasions his educated
toe helped us out of difficulties.

JOE HOLLAND
23, 5

ft.

11.

175.

Joe has the honor of playing every minute of every game for the last two years.
He was a hard man to go through, was a
good tackier and never failed to make a hole
in the line. Joe has been elected captain
of the squad for 1 9 2 2 .

NAT MOSELY
21.
6 ft. 2.
185.
Nat was known as an extra hard hitting
line-man. His size and weight playing an
important part. He was a sure and consistent tackier and a man seldom got by him.

EDGAR STEWARD
22. 6 ft. 3. 180.
In "Zuke" we have a man who can playany position from center to quarterback.
At center he has the distinction of catching
the man back of the line of scrimmage on
many occasions. Zuke was large and hard
to knock out.

HENRY SCHULTZ
22.

6 ft. 1.

185.

This is Henry's second year; at guard.
He was a hard man to move, as the opponents found out and it was seldom that a man
got through him. His strength and agressiveness made him a power in the line.

PURL TIPPIE
21. 5 ft. 11. 175.
This makes the second season that " T i p "
has played every minute of every game. At
end he is a good tackier and was exceptionally good at catching passes. Tip will be
with us again next year.

TRUMAN KENDALL
19. 5 ft. 10. 160.
.
This makes "Raggie's" second year on
the varsity, like his brother Ross he has
natural football ability and always got his
share of the touchdowns. He was unfortunate in hurting his elbow at the first of
the season and was out of several games.

LLOYD THOMAS
19. 5 ft. 11. 182.
This was "Tommie's" first year but he
was a bear at full or half. As a line plunger
he was unequaled. He could also " g e t "
passes.
He was a n exceptionally good
tackier and was always sure of getting his
man. He played every minute of every
game and was picked for All-State fullback.

CHARLEY FREEMAN
20. 5 ft. 9. 160.
This was Charlie's first year of football,
but on several occasions he proved himself
to be an excellent broken-field runner. He
is looking forward to next year when he expects to play on the Inter-Collegiate state
championship team.

HUGH HACKLEMAN
19. .5 ft. 11. 165.
Although this is Hacks first year he made
an excellent showing at end and was at the
receiving end of many a pass. He was a
good tackier and always hurried the passer
and punter.

E A R L PRUITT
21. 5 ft. 10. 175.
Pruitt made an exceptionally good showing
at guard though this was his first year at
football. He will be back next year hitting
the line for Southwestern.

FOOTBALL SEASON'S SCORES

Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Totals

Oklahoma A. & M.
Oklahoma City College
Phillips University
Northwestern
Central
Tonkawa
Kingfisher College

53
7
14
14
21
7
0
116

Pruitt, Steward, Harris, Mosely, Shultz, Taylor, Thomas
Coach

Lance,

Garrison,

Freeman,

McCabe, ,Shoemaker
Tipple, Holland

Deal, T. Kendall, Conrad, R. Kendall, Hackleman

Coach Phillips,

Ward, Smith, Hollar, Howard, Steen,
Boyer, Hostetter
Wells, R. Boyer, Tippens, Hensley, Kruger, Shults,
Nikkei, S. Brintle

Basket Ball
Losing only two stars from last year, (Frank Anderson and Pie Johnson,) and having having Zuke Steward back taking his old place at center. Southwestern has come forward in the basketball world to stay.
Southwestern played all the hardest teams in the state and were beaten
only once and then by a very small score. For this reason we won the
State Championship. Every man on the team was an individual star.
With Williams and Hostetter as forwards, Steward at center and Kendall and Tippie at guard we had an exceptional team which any school
has a right to be proud of.
OKLA. CITY COLLEGE 17
S. W. C. 63
Our college schedule was officially opened at home Jan. 7, with Oklahoma City College. This game was an easy victory as all worked as one,
playing all around the 0 . C. team. Edgar Steward was the scoring star,
tossing basket after basket. Rankin Williams played an exceptionally
good game, shooting baskets from all parts of the court, and also working
the court. Kendall and Tippie working together made it hard for O. C.
S. W. C. 50
Phillips 17
Our men looked forward to the game with Phillips as a test. In this
they were not disappointed. Phillips gave us a fast game. All men
proved themselves to be stars, Hostetter throwing goals from all over the
court. Phillips never came up to the standard of our men for either team
Awork or basket shooting.
Philips U. 24
S. W. C. 35
Philips came back to avenge the defeat of the night before but they
failed in this, due to the excellent guarding of Kendall and Tippie. Hostetter played an exceptionally good game also but all men had hard luck
shooting baskets. Until the end of the first half the score was always
close, both teams making desperate efforts to get ahead.
East Central 28
S. W. C. 76
This game was only a repitition of the first game. All men played
first class basket ball and got more accurate as the game wont on. R.
Williams and Steward were individual stars, although all men went well,
Hostetter making several good shots and the guards keeping the East
Central boys away from the basket.
KINGFISHER COLLEGE 11
S. W. C. 59
The game opened with a rush with both teams fumbling and not using team work. Then Southwestern got warmed up and played a good
fast consistent game until the middle of the last half when they commenced to play one of the most spectacular ten minutes of basket ball
ever witnessed. Southwestern played the ball all around the Kingfisher

boys, who were not fast enough to stop the brilliant team work. Kingfisher is to be complimented on their clean playing and sportsmanship.
S. W. C. 51
Kingfisher College 21
The second night's playing was simply a repetition of the first. The
first half was exceptionally fast, both teams being determined to win.
At the end of the first half the score stood eleven to twelve. Then
Southwestern began playing harder and Kingfisher weakened. All men
played a good game, Steward at center and Kendall at guard doing especially well. This was the last home game.
S. W. E. 37
S. E. 19
Thee team played their first game on a foreign court Jan. 30, when
they met and defeated the Southeastern team 37 to 19 in the first game
of a weeks trip. The games at Durant were played in a garage with low
hanging girders that held our scoring down.
S. W. C. 18
S. E. 4
The second game at Durant was played on a concrete floor covered with
water which made footing very uncertain, but we had no trouble in wiring 18 to 4, holding the Southeastern team scoreless in the last half.
S. W. C. 30
TULSA U. 18
The hardest game of the season was played Feb. 1, when our team
met the University of Tulsa five at Tulsa.The game was fast from first
whistle to last, and was filled with thrilling goals from the center of the
floor by Hostetter and Williams, while Steward came in for a heavy score
nearer the basket. The game was clean and well played but there was
never any doubt as to how it would turn out, our boys winning 30 to 18.
S. W. C. 30
A. & M. 16
Feb. 3 and 4 our team practically cinched the intercollegiate title, when
they won two games by lopsided scores from Oklahoma A. & M. College at
Stillwater. The first game resulted 30 to 16 and the second 38 to 19. our
team just doubling the count on A. & M. each night. The feature of these
games was the work of Rankin Williams, who alone outpointed the A.
& M team each night, and in the second game tossed 14 free goals out of
as many chances.
S. W. C. 19
PHILLIPS 11
Feb. 17 and 18 saw our team playing the heavy Phillips U. team at
Enid. The first game started rougher than we were accustomed to playing, but we led at the end of the first half 14 to 7. There was not a
foul called during the second half and the game would have seemed
rough if played on a gridiron. The heavy Phillips guards would catch our
forwards and hold them when we got possession of the ball. The final
score was 21 to 20 with Phillips leading, but we did not feel so bad for
our only defeat of the season, it was not a basketball game, but a battle
royal. The second night at Enid we were prepared for a free for all,
and Phillips never had a chance, our boys winning 19 to 11.

RANKIN

WILLIAMS,

Forward.

Rankin without doubt is the best forward that ever wore the blue and white jersey for Southwestern. He always played
an unusually brilliant game, his long suit
was throwing free goals which he seldom
missed.

1

CLAUD HOSTETTER, Forward.
This was Hostetter's third year on the
varsity at forward. He was exceptionally
fast and had a good eye for the basket. He
never found a guard fast enough to keep
him covered the entire year.

EDGAR STEWARD, Center.
"Zuke" had the ability to outjump and cover more floor than any opponent he played
against. Zuke's long suit was in following
up the ball and getting a basket before the
guard could get the ball. Because of his
long reach and ability to cover the floor, it
was impossible for one guard to cover him.

ROSS KENDALL, Guard.
Ross played his usual fast, consistent
game and without doubt is the best guard
in the state, making all state last year.
Ross had the ability to cover a man before
he could get rid of the ball, and seemed to
know just where the ball was going.

PURL TIPPIE, Guard.
This was Tip's second year on the varsity.
He played center last year but as we needed
a good guard, he took the guard position.
Tip had exceptional ability to connect with
baskets from long range. He will be with
us again next year.

GORDON WILLIAMS. Forward
This was Doc's .second year on the varsity. Doc had an exceptionally good eye
for the basket and worked the court well.
He was also a free goal thrower of no mean
ability.

JOE

HOLLAND. Guard.

This was Joe's first year on the varsity,
playing on the second team last year. Joe
always went like a house afire and was always fighting for the ball. Joe had an uncanny method of working the ball through
his opponents and shooting for the basket-

BASKETBALL SEASON
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Southwestern
Total

63
50
35
50

59
76
37
18
30
30
38
60
50
20
19
51
686

SCORES

Oklahoma City
Phillips University
Phillips University
Southeastern
Kingfisher College
East Central
Southeastern
Southeastern
Tulsa University
Oklahoma A. & M.
Oklahoma A. & M.
Kingfisher College
Kingfisher College
Philips University
Philips University
Kingfisher College

11
17

24
18
11
28
V.)
•1
18
16
19
22
19
21
11
21
279

Southwestern Teachers' College Song
Just give way your flags and horns and all,
Southwest College's coming with the ball.
Southwest College sons are ever true;
Makes it awful hard on you.
Chorus:
Football, baseball, oratory too.
Run, write, talk fight, win in all we do
Southwest College's coming after y o u ;
Rah, rah, rah for White and Blue.
Heads down, mouth shut, wonder what you're at.
Southwest College's coming with the bat;
Southwest pounds the leather hard and true;
Awful sad for Y O U .
Chorus:
Crunch! crunch! crunch! crunch! take a seat in
back.
Southwest College's coming down the track;
Big blue " S " comes first in running too.
Second's all that's left for you.
Chorus:
Heap, big speech, you're weak on every page,
Southwest College's coming on the stage;
Southwest talk will win the medal too;
Sorry that we must beat you.
Chorus:

Freeman

Flemming
Roller

Shoemaker
Deal

T. Kendall

Hackleman

Athletics
What's our goal in basketball?
Just to make score, is that all?
N o ! We want a game that's fair,
Full of pep and vim and tear.
Sure! We like the score all right.
And to get it we'll sure fight.
'Tis a j o y to one and all
Fair-fought game of basket-ball.
All athletics are the same,
We play fair in every game.
'Tis a record all should hold
Worth more than a ton of gold.
Though we lose, we're proud and glad
Of each lassie and each lad.
May thy athletes fight for thee.
Honored School! S. W.
C.

Track 1921
The track team of 1921, like the team of 1920, consisted more of quality than quantity.
Southwestern
placed second in the Normal school meet and third in the
State Intel collegiate. Rankin Williams, Gordon Williams,
Springer and Shoemaker making letters. In a dual meet
with Edmond the two mile race and the relay were all
that lost it for us. Southwestern was especially strong
on field events but had no fast sprinters. We are looking
forward to this spring when we expect to have the best
track team in the State.

1922
As the Oracle goes to press, we have not as yet engaged in any meets. We have a wealth of new material
besides the same track team that took third in the State
Intercollegiate meet last year.
Deal, Freeman and
Springer will run the sprints, while Gordon Williams, Rankin Williams and Shoemaker will work on the field events.
Southwestern expects to run out the best track team in the
history of the school.

Physical Education for Girls
The Department of Physical Education for
girls aims to minister to all the physical
needs of all the girls enrolled in the courses,
to study the higher principles of physical
education, to promote good fellowship among
its members, and to encourage the spirit of
good sportsmanship and fair play.
Participation by students in the activities
offered

should

mentally

develop

and

morally;

should acquire
ance; mentally,
tion and

them

physically,

physically,

they

skill, strength, and

endur-

self-confidence, determina--

perseverance; and

morally, inhi-

bition—that'power for restraint and
control

V, which

self-

is the highest aspect of the

will and the latest to developed.

There is no

agency that can so effectively and naturally develop power of

inhibition

as

games.

In games of children there are very few, if any restrictions; but as players
grow older, more and more rules and regulations appear, repuiring greater
and greater self-control, such as not playing out of one's turn; not starting over the line in a race until the proper signal; aiming deliberately with
the ball instead of throwing wildly or at random; until the highly organized games and contests are reached with their prescribed modes of play
and elaborate restrictions and fouls.
Since inter-collegiate athletics for girls

are

rapidly

the need is apparent for activities to take their place.

disappearing,

And so it is the

plan of this department next year to organize a "Woman's Athletic Association," and emphasize the importance of inter-class games and contests other than inter-collegiate.
It is hoped with this organization and the introduction of intramural athletics that a marked improvement will be brought about in the
girl's athletics of the school.

Unusual interest and enthusiasm marked the season
for the girls' basketball team. And although the girls
realized early in the season, much to their disappointment,
that they would be unable to match many games, they
were not quitters. They met their opponents in every
game scheduled and displayed a thorough knowledge of the
game, the spirit of true sports, and a determination to
"play the game" on the court and off as well. Through all
the games good, clean cut playing was a feature.
Too much cannot be said of the enthusiasm and interest of Milo Remund as coach.
Line u p : Forwards; Madge Blair (capt.),Edna Martin.
Centers; Eva Sponhaltz, Blanch Porch. Guards; Oleta
Tomlinson, Delia Cowans. Substitutes.; Faye Yount, Katie
Smith, Louise Sponhaltz.

Sing a son of Gym-jams
Lots of stamping feet.
Noise from the Gym court
Carries to the street,
Carries to the Class room.
Drowns the lecturer's speech —
Even drowns the Chorus
Where the flappers screech.

ACTIVITIES
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Miss

Somebody
By

Else

MARION SHORT

Given by the Sophomore Class of Southwestern
Teachers' College
TUESDAY, JAN. 31, at 8 o'clock p. m.
Cast of Characters
Constance Darcy, daughter of multi-millionaire
Neoma Ruddell
Celeste, French Maid
Marguerite Eraser
Ann Delavan, Manager of Tuxedobrook Club House,
Gertrude Fink
Mrs. Blainwood, a society leader of Tuxedo brook.
Marguerite Tangeman
Fay Blainwood, a daughter of Mrs. Blainwood, a
debutante
Alberta Brown
Alice Stanley, a society girl
. .Crystal Burris
. Willie Rowland
Freda Mason, society girl
Mrs. Herrick, young society matron . . .
Cleone May
Susan Suggs, Mrs. Delavan's s e r v a n t . . . .Carrie Shannon
Cruger Blainwood, Mrs. Blainwood's son . . . . Roy Taylor
. . . Robert Burks
Ralph Hastings, a young crook
. . .Claude Phipps
John, Chauffeur to Constance
. . . Evert Phillips
Jasper Delavan, an elderly Scientist
Sylvester Crane, a deffident chap of good family, A. Kelly
Bert Shaffer, member of younger set of Tuxedobrook
. . . James Tubb
Synopsis of Scenes
Act I

Time—The present, 11 a. m. of a day in June
Scene—Small tea room in Tuxedobrook club house
Act II Same as act I
Act HI A few weeks later; same room
Act IV Later the same evening; same as act III

Society
The girls of the advanced cooking class entertained
at a luncheon, Thursday, March 9, complimentary to the
faculty in the Science building. The decorations, placs
cards and favors carried out the St. Patrick colors very
cleverly.
The Home Economics class of Southwestern entertained with a ten o'clock breakfast in the domestic science
room, Wednesday morning in honor of the first team basket ball boys who have played throughout the whole year.
A Washington color scheme was beautifully featured in
the decorations and service.

On Wednesday, April 12 the delegates of the Federated
Clubs of Weatherford were entertained with a luncheon
by the Domestic Science department.

Just after the close of the football season the worthy
veterans of the gridiron were given a six o'clock dinner
by the Domestic Science department. Minature footballs
and the school colors, white and blue, formed the decorations.
A t the beginning of the fall term the Forensia and
Senate societies gave a reception for the students. A program of readings and music was given through much new
talent which had been discovered. A favor was gien to
each student after which punch and wafers were served.

The Senate showed how gallant they were by inviting

the Forensia on a weinie roast to Banner's Bluff. They
proved themselves royal entertainers and the old picnic
ground rang with laughter while the moon looked on and
smiled.
In order to get acquainted the sophomores went on a
weinie roast to Banner's Bluff. Soph met soph and became
friends while the weinies and marshmallows roasted. After
the cats everybody sat by the camp fire and told stories
until the moon rose. Then all joined in playing children's
games such as Flying Dutchman and Drop the Handkerchief.
The Sophomores celebrated Hallowe'en by garbing
themselves as ghosts and goblins and having a right good
time. They bobbed for apples, followed the string which
led past mysterious ghosts and through dark tunnels, a
thrilling venture which ended with dancing the Virginia
reel. Will a Soph eat a pumpkin pie, whipped cream and
chocolate? Mr. and Mrs. Phillips as "Lener" and "Willie"
chaperoned.
The Saturday before Thanksgiving was home coming
day. We were glad to welcome former students and to
have them help us yell for the "White and Blue" during
the Alva football game. That evening all gathered in the
Science hall to talk over old times. Every newcomer was
given a present and much fun was experienced when they
were opened. We hope Southwestern will observe Home
Coming every year as they did this year.

In the spring- the young man's fancy
Lightly turns to thoughts of love.
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A Nautical Yarn
GIVEN BY CHORUS OF S. W. C.
December 6, 1921

Characters
Dick Erne, Boatswain of U. S. S. Barnacle
S. N. Vilm
Tom Tupper, the Bo'sn's Mate
James Tubb
Tim Shannon, an old salt
G. H. Davis
Sam Slipy, Coxswain of the Captain's gig. .Horace Hensley
Kitty Adair, a popular member of the High School
Alumni Association
Ruth Felts
Dorothy, her best friend
Crystal Burris
Mrs. Brown, an admirable Chaperon
Grace Henson
Barbara, Attending High School
Marguerite Eraser
Chorus, Sailors, School Girls and Friends
SCENE
Act I. A wharf. Eleven o'clock of a Saturday morning.Act II. Deck of U. S. S. Barnacle. Eight o'clock the
same evening.

Calendar
SEPTEMBER
Monday, the fifth. Labor Day.
on every train.
Tuesday, the sixth.

New Students coming

Enrollment.

Wednesday, the seventh. Still enrolling. Classes meet.
Thursday, the eighth.
dent Burris' first talk.

First chapel exercise. Presi-

Friday, the ninth. While taking campus the old and
new students get acquainted. Marguerite Frazier's excitement among the younger set.
Saturday, the tenth.

New boys investigate the city.

Sunday, the eleventh.

Church attendance picks up.

Monday, the twelfth. School begins in earnest.
ensia and Senate meet a n d elect new officers.

For-

Tuesday, the thirteenth. Voted to have chapel on
Tuesday and students' assembly on Thursday.
Wednesday, the fourteenth.
ized and Sophomores plan a hike.
Thursday, the
fifteenth.
Mike selected yell leader.

College classes organ-

First

student

assembly.

Friday, the sixteenth. Miss Henson delights in making announcements in class rooms. Sophomores go on hike.
Saturday, the seventeenth.
for Sunday.
Sunday, the eighteenth.
a series of Sunday hikes.
Monday, the ninteenth.

Girls shampoo their hair

Marguerite and Vilm begin
New students go to the For-

ensia, Senate and House of Representatives. Miss Western
makes ferocious talk. Woof! Woof!
Tuesday, the twentieth. Chapel and President Burris
says there's no talk like SOUTHWESTERN. We agree.
Wednesday, the twenty-first.
and Bob gets on the job.

New girl comes to town

Thursday, the twenty-second. Those who don't take
campus go to assembly. Mrs. Phillips is quite a hit with
the boys.
Friday, the twenty-third. All the boys and girls who
can possibly dance go to the Legion Hall. Dr. Keeton introduces his new bride.
Saturday, the twenty-fourth.
picture show.
Sunday, the twenty-fifth.

Everybody goes to the

The day of peace and rest.

Monday, the twenty-sixth. The Forensia and Senate
give a reception to the students and faculty. Ask Bob
about the punch.
Tuesday, the twenty-seventh. The janitor cleaning up
the wreckage says: "Looks like they had a wild time last
night." Dr. Keeton took charge of chapel exercises.
Wednesday, the twenty-eighth. All the classes meet.
Everybody sleepy, there is a reason, for there is a show in
town.
Thursday, the twenty-ninth.
ing, everybody yells.

Show ditto.

Pep meet-

Friday, the thirtieth. Another pep meeting, the building fairly shakes. Sophomore girls make candy for the
football game.

OCTOBER
Saturday, the first. Football game with Oklahoma
City College, score fourteen each. Candy was a success.
Sunday, the second.

Milo missed Fay, nuff said.

Monday, the third.
What's in the air?

Sophomore girls act mysterious.

Tuesday, the fourth. All student teachers s go to teachers' meeting. The Sophomores give a surprise Spread
to the team, all the boys had enough and some too much.
Wednesday, the fifth. Where did Zuke get his plaid
shirt? Everyone sits in the sun to keep warm.
Thursday, the sixth. Still trying to keep warm. Cleone tries to vamp the men.
Friday, the seventh.
ing black. W h y ?

Dr. McLauchlin's hair is turn-

Saturday, the eighth.
University at Enid.
ters.

Sunday, the ninth.

Monday, the tenth.
club reorganizes.

Football game with

Phillips

Mildred and Lorene move to CotSophomores plan a hike.

The S

Tuesday, the eleventh. A call meeting of the Oracle
staff. Members get busy in earnest.
Wednesday, the twelfth. Sophomores go on hike to
Swallow cave, cockle burs used as souvenirs of the trip,
and also poison ivy.
Monday, the thirteenth. Dr. Keeton and Miss Yrooman take the student teachers to Colony Indian school.
Tuesday, the fourteenth.
chapel.
Wednesday, the fifteenth.
carnival.

Mr. Davis sang a solo in
The Sophomores plan a

Thursday, the sixteenth. Student assembly organized
and elected Mr. Davis President.
Friday. The carnival was a great success. The pre;"S
won the pennant. Was the fron seat too much for Cotton?
Monday, the twenty-fourth.
Hallowe'en party is planned.

Class

meeting.

A

Tuesday, the twenty-fifth. The Oracle staff introduced in chapel.
An evangelistic troupe gives several
musical numbers.
Wednesday, the twenty-sixth. The janitors begin
work on the wall of the Administration building, plaster
falling everywhere. Teachers' meeting, they are waging
war against the students, woe to the one that cuts class
for surely he will come up at the end of the term barely
above zero.
Thursday, the twenty-seventh. Call meeting for chapel. All student teachers are rejoicing, only three more
days to teach.
Friday, the twenty-eighth.
Still planning for the
Sophomore party. The prpeps have a spook party. Cramming starts.
Saturday, the twenty-ninth. A great home coming
day. The first team plays Alva. Game tied. Who will
forget the last five minutes of that game?
Presidant
Burris goes to Stillwater for the inauguration of Dr. Eskridge.
Monday, the thirty-first. Day before exams' look on
the countenance of the non-studious class of students.
NOVEMBER
Tuesday, the first. When were the exams ever so
hard? The Sophomores have a party. Margaret F. in
disguise spys on Bob and his new girl.
Wednesday, the second. The last day of the term.
Teachers leave for Elk City to attend the teachers' meet.
Thursday, the third.

Everybody goes kodaking.

Friday, the fourth. Team plays Tonkawa.
to 7 in favor of S. W. S. T. C.

Score 14

Saturday, the fifth. The town goes down to meet the
boys.
Sunday, the sixth.
time.

Billy and Roy make up for lost

Monday, the seventh. Enrollment. Teachers will enroll only after 3:30. Mr. Swearingen says he is going to
charge admission in all his classes the first day.
Tuesday, the eighth. First hour off.
teachers are late. What happened?

A few of the

Wednesday, the ninth. Credits are out. Dr. Keeton
said, "Eny, meny, miny, mo, you get a credit and you
don't." Sophomores register a grin and get their picture
taken.
Thursday, the tenth. Teachers for this term are discussed, while teachers for last term are
What?
Friday, the eleventh. Quite a few girls are greatly
embarrased by the question "Have you a date for the American Legion banquet?" Mr. Johnson, field secretary, gave
a splendid lecture in chapel. We get a half holiday.
Saturday, the twelfth. Second team plays Hydro,
score tied. Steen and Krueger came back with their arms
broken.
Monday, the fourteenth.
to advertise the operetta.

The Sophomore class begins

Tuesday, the fifteenth. Fav tries to get a picture of
lovers' corner with the lovers. The Oracle staff is bringing the S. D. Fraser Musical Comedians to the Auditorium
tonight.
Wednesday, the sixteenth. Mrs. Phillips
Gee make swagger sticks for football game.
and boys organize into two pep squads.

and Miss
The girls

Thursday, the seventeenth. The second year home
economics department issue invitations for the football to
a big dinner.
Friday, the eigthteenth. Miss Gee goes to hospital
in Guthrie. The day of all days and it is sure to rain.
Pep meeting. Girls and boys appear in Blue and White.
Edmond beats us seven points.
Saturday, the nineteenth.

The boys shoulder a gun

and go hunting. Domestic science girls give a six o'clock
dinner to the football boys. The boys say it was some
feed.
Sunday, the twentieth. The faculty and student body
were greatly shocked at the sudden death of Mrs. Swearingen, the young wife of the Science teacher.
Monday, the twenty-first. This is the week for all
Juniors and Seniors to get their pictures taken.
Miss
Steward goes to ElReno for an operation.
Tuesday, the twenty-second.
All student teachers
cut teachers'meeting, it's to cold for the first hour. Rev,
Shaw talks in chapel.
Wednesday, the twenty-third. Miss Jencke is surely
working her students; Billy works two hours trying to
write one description.
Thursday, the twenty-fourth. Everybody goes home
to eat turkey. Football boys go to Kingfisher to play
Thanksgiving day. Some mighty good looking girls down
there, ask Roy and Tommy.
Friday, the twenty-fifth. Springer kills a goose and
Cleone cooks it. Thanksgiving day and all the boys are
out of town.
Monday, the twenty-eighth. Forensia, Senate and
House of Representatives meet to chose a question for the
Tryout Debate.
Tuesday, the twenty-ninth. Rev Delaplain speaks in
chapel. All comp. five class writes descriptions and chew
the rubbers off their pencils while listening to a lecture on
attention. Miss Steward's operation is successful.
Wednesday, the thirtieth. Basket ball season opens.
Boys are all stiff and sore from physical torture.

DECEMBER
Thursday, the

first.

Miss Western and Mr. Davis sit

in the porch swing: while the Forensia girls sing " W a s h board Blues" and "Blue Jeans."
Friday, the second. Miss Shoemaker casts the characters for the Sophomore play. Miss Mathis is having
quite a time finding a date for her Operetta.
Saturday, the third.
Buena aid the hunters.

Hunting

again.

Cleone

and

Monday, the fifth. A great number of students got
quite a shaking up this morning. Names of all those who
are entitled to be Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors was
posted on the bulletin board. Nuff said.
Tuesday, the sixth. Bos'n's Bride made a great hit.
Miss Gee meets her classes today, it's great to see her back.
Wednesday, the seventh. Sophomores refuse to accept
any resignation of office unless there is a plausable excuse.
Thursday, the eighth. Mrs. Crosby and Dr. Keeton
give mental tests. How many legs has a Hottentot, six
or a hundred and sixty-two?
Friday, the ninth. Teachers find the students put it
all over Webster's Dictionery. What is Milk Sop, gravy
or a dude?
Saturday, the tenth. Raggy and Noel are Caught
shooting quail without a license.
Monday, the twelfth. Back on the job. Anxious to
see if we are superior, normal or below average.
Tuesday, the thirteenth.
Mike makes a talk.
Wednesday, the fourteenth.
Business manager resigns.

Chapel and pep

meeting.

Sophomore class meeting.

Thursday, the fifteenth. Student assembly. A committee of business men meet with President Burris, it results in a trip to Bridgeport to witness the dedication of
the Key Bridge.
Friday, the sixteenth.
Ye Gods the sand and

We go to Bridgeport and

Oh!
wind.

Monday, the nineteenth. Heard in the Library, halls
and Classrooms: "Didn't we have to push and pull to get our
buns, pickles and meat, but oh boy! didn't we eat." Wasn't
there a swing to that bridge though?"
Tuesday, the twentieth. President Burris says ;no
one can get ahead of him. Edmond gets out on Thursday
for Christmas and so do we. Sophomores plan a Christmas party, ditto Forensia.
Wednesday, the twenty-first. Sophomore party.
but thirteen miss the time of their lives.

All

Thursday, the twenty-second. Forensia party postponed. It's time to go home and hang up our stockings
for Santa.
JANUARY
Monday, the third. Girls have a heated discussion over
Christmas presents. Marguerite says her ring is the prettiest; Cleone says hers is.
Tuesday, the fourth. President Burris says, "I don't
want you people to cut a cowtrail down through the campus,
ramble around till you get to your destination but don't
go straight.
Wednesday, the fifth. Sophomore class meeting. We
elect new business manager.
Roy is the unlucky man.
Faye holds everybody up for their pictures.
Thursday, the sixth. The Senate have charge of
Student's assembly. They debated a very serious question,
"Resolved that a short long tailed rat would cause more
excitement among the fair folk than a long short tailed
rat. They had enough evidence to break up the meeting.
Friday, the seventh. Miss Jencke was surprised this
morning. Tommy walked into English class on time.
Monday, the tenth. Mildred comes back with a new
pair of shoes. Forensia girls begin to dig on debate.
Tuesday, the eleventh.
cram for exams.

All students, big and little,

Wednesday,
cramming.

the

twelfth.

Basketball

game.

More

Thursday, the thirteenth. Oh
Those terrible exams.
The Tri-J's have a party; Robert got more than his share
of the kissing.
Friday, the fourteenth.
boys are on the way.

Sweaters

for

the

football

Monday, the seventeenth. Senate and Forensia debate. Forensia wins. You Senators have all the competition you want. Eh?
Tuesday, the eighteenth. Forensia girls are in high
spirits. Coach Lance gives out tickets to sell. "You've
gotta bring in ten dollars, each of you." Marie and Faye
are the only ones that sold any. W h y ?
Wednesday, the nineteenth.
day and night.

Sophomores practice play

Thursday, the twentieth. Basketball game with Durant. We cleaned up on them.
Friday, the twenty-first. Coach Lance presents sweaters to football boys. Students hold jubilee. Game with
Phillips University with a score of 28 to 50 in our favor.
A crowd of girls entertained in honor of Phillips basketball
team.
Saturday, the twenty-second. Tri-J's hold open house
at President Burris' for the basketball boys in honor of
Phillips University. We win again.
Monday, the twenty-fourth. Forensia holds an election of officers. Senate and House of Representatives debate. The Senate loses and has nothing to say.
Tuesday, the twenty-fifth. Faye Yount takes painting lessons, she should be a master.

FEBRUARY
Tuesday, the first. The Sophomores give "Miss Some-

|

body Else."
cast.

Miss Gee gives line party and treats the play

Wednesday, the second. Everybody hunts a radiator.
The girls wonder how Cotton keeps a wave in his hair.
Thursday, the third. Miss Henson comes into the library, one of her pet hobbies.
Friday, the fourth.
—GREEN ?

Dr. McLauchlin's hair is turning-

Saturday, the fifth. Work day for all the boys and
sleepy time for the girls.
Monday, the seventh. Basketball boys off on tour.
The town goes down to see them off.
Tuesday, the eighth. Dr. Keeton tells some new stories.
Chapel, and everybody freezes.
Wednesday, the ninth.
Sophomore class meeting.
Faye has succeeding in getting all the pictures in.
Thursday, the tenth. Faye goes with Milo to referee
a basketball tounament. The second team goes to Cordell
to play basket ball. Are Pete and Bobbie interested in
Chickenology ? School dismisses for Teachers Meeting in
Oklahoma City.
Friday, the eleventh.
basketball report.

We're all anxious to hear the

Saturday, the twelfth. All is still in town, no school,
no teacher and no president.
Sunday, the thiiteenth. The town turns out with a
band to welcome the basketball boys.. They seem to have
taken on an inch or more in height.
Tuesday, the fifteenth. The physical Ed. class put on
several dances in chapel. Oh, those red, green and yellow,
— A h e m ! All the boys had front seats.
Wednesday, the sixteenth. The Palate and Brush club
go kodaking. Q. P.'s elect officers.
Thursday, the seventeenth.

Dr. Keeton ought to be

an impersonator, but impersonation goes well with psychol.
Friday, the eighteenth.
out the windows.

Chemistry

students

hang

Monday the twenty-first. The college fire department
has an everlasting place in Mrs. Crosby's heart. They
rescue her furniture and break all her cut glass while the
city firemen soak the house. The Forensia Club gives a
valentine party at Burris' home.
Tuesday, the twenty-second. The physical Ed. class
put on a Dutch dance. They make quite a hit with their
wooden shoes. George Washington's birthday. Dr. Dale
from 0 . U. gives an address.
Wednesday, the twenty-third
another trip.

Basketball boys go on

Thursday, the twenty-fourth.
Also a girl's game.

Second team plays Cor-

dell.

Friday, the twenty-fifth. Thomas high school plays
second team here. Paige steps out with a new girl.
Monday, the twenty-sixth. The contest is on for the
most popular girl. Not much excitement so far. Students
triout for place in the triangular debate.

MARCH
Wednesday, the first. Q. P.'S hike out to Banner's
Bluff. Can Paige cook? UHUH! Clara May spies on
spooners.
Thursday, the second. Cleone takes first place as the
most popular girl. Soph's convert the class rooms into
kitchen and dining rooms and start work for the Basket
Ball Tournament.
Friday, the third. The court is jammed with goodlooking boys. Marie and Mildred find it more pleasing
there than in the kitchen. Can you blame them?
Saturday, the fourth. Cordell girls win over Hydro,
lose to Altus. Thomas boys lose to Sentinel.

Sunday, the fifth.

Soph's clean up after the fray.

Monday, the sixth. Spring is here sure nuff for the
wind and sand are blowing a gale.
Tuesday, the seventh. Chapel as usual.
tries to revise "Loves' old Sweet Song."

Miss Mathis

Wednesday, the eighth. Mansur shocked all the Virgil class by having all his lesson and not going to sleep.
Thursday, the ninth. The preps, put on a negro minstrel in Student's assembly. Beware of paper dresses and
lovers, they sometimes play you false.
Friday, the tenth. Fine Arts Department are on exhibit for the State Press Association. First team plays
Kingfisher and wins 54 to 11.
Monday, the thirteenth. Storm is reported. W h e w !
But it is cold. Forensia and Senate do not meet. School
dismissed until Wednesday.
Tuesday, the fourteenth.

The town is snowed under.

Wednesday, the fifteenth. The world looks like it is
made of glass. Faye gets busy with her kodak.
day.

Thursday, the sixteenth. Girls dodge snowballs all
Q. P.'S start practicing Deacon Dubbs.

Friday, the seventeenth. Mud and slush everwhere.
Step easy and avoid the slipping.
Saturday, the eighteenth.
ping for new spring duds.

Most of the girls go shop-

Monday, the twentieth. Davis goes to sleep in History
class. Forensia have a live program. Quite a blow but
'tis true.
Tuesday, the twenty-first. All brave boys don track
suits and venture forth at the command of Coach Lance.
Vilm leaves town. What will become of Marguerite?
Wednesday, the twenty-second.
Sophomore class
meeting, the girls begin their annual scrap over gradua-

tion clothes.

The boys take a back seat until it is settled.

Thursday, the twenty-third. Freshmen stage country
school room while being inspected by the school board.
Grace Henson is a great success as a rural school belle.
And Prof. Clyde Steen shows wonderful ability as a country school master.
Friday, the twenty-fourth. Mr. Davis and Miss Kellnor steal a march on us for as Mr. Davis says, "We are
just as married as married can be." The Bungalow was
packed, for exams are all over.
Monday, the twenty-seventh. Enrollment for the new
term. Forensia elects new officers. Davis initiated into
the realms of matrimony on the "mule" by the Senate.
Tuesday, the twenty-eighth.
Rain and more rain.
Smells like spring. Q. P. sets date for "Deacon Dubbs."
Wednesday, the twenty-ninth. Sophomores still discussing clothes. Davis continues treating the boys. He
thinks he has had enough serenading.
•I

Thursday, the thirtieth. Students assembly. Students
decide to give President Burris and the faculty a holiday.
Friday, the thirty-first. Pres. Burris says he really
doesn't need a holiday.—A hint to the wise is sufficient.—
No Holiday.
APRIL
Monday, the third. April showers begin to shower.
Forensia pay your dues or wear a green tag.
Tuesday, the fourth. Doctor Keeton tries to sing a
solo in chapel. He almost succeeds, but no one can keep up
with him.
Wednesday, the fifth. A phenomenon, Milo didn't walk
home with Faye, neither did Jimmie appear for Margaret.
Miss Cherry Blossom makes a great hit. We congratulate
them.
Tuesday, the sixth.

Cleone has at last vamped Ross.

The cast for Miss Somebody Else began practice. They
will present it for the Federated clubs on the 11th.
Friday, the seventh. In spite of the rain the gang go
fishing.
Faye and Mildred miss a trip home in order to
help Milo and Carl catch fish.
Saturday, the eighth.

Horrors!

It rained all day.

Monday, the tenth. Dr. McLauchlin, Miss Jencke and
Miss Lane assist Mrs. Crosby in giving mental tests in this
district. No lessons this week.
Forensia girls begin
making flowers for the May Festival.
Tuesday, the eleventh. Sophs gather up clothes and
furniture for their play. The Dutch dancers practice all
afternoon. Lucky for some there are no classes.
Wednesday, the twelfth. Domestic Science Departserves lunch for the Federated Clubs. Forensia girls
invited. Mr. White presents the "Little Minister" at the
Bungalow
Thursday, the thirteenth. The Federation keeps the
Forensia delegates busy attending all their meetings.

rTTont

Friday, the fourteenth. Melba and Mary Olive come
over from Stillwater to spend their Faster vacation. Had
special assembly for Melba to sing for us.
Sunday, the sixteenth.

Easter and a perfect day.

Monday, the seventeenth.
girls for May Festival dances.

Mrs. Phillips practices the

Tuesday, the eighteenth. Ruth Felts is gaining in
popularity, well she had a car. Raggy holds Pete's hand
in chapel.
Wednesday, the ninteenth. The Octette and class in
aesthetic dancing go to Cheyenne.
Thursday, the twentieth.
to grade mental test papers.

Faculty draft the students

Friday, the twenty-first.
Call meeting for chapel.
Miss Chism gives a selection of readings. The faculty and

Q. P. club give a line party in honor of Miss Chism. Forensia girls practice dances and make flowers, and then—we
will never tell what happened afterwards.
Tuesday, the twenty-fifth. Q. P.'s practice a new play,
"Cupid at Vassar". Cleone suffers from fever blisters.
Wednesday, the twenty-sixth. Freshmen buzzing all
around like bees, getting ready for the SWIM.
Thursday, the twenty-second. May Festival postpone,
indefinitely. A solo dance in chapel.
Tubbs, Hensley,
Brintle and Burris debate in Students assembly. Old students back for the Senate Banquet.
Saturday, the twenty-ninth. Weatherford High school
wins the cup for the best allround school.
ORACLE GOES TO PRESS.

MAY
Thursday, the fourth. May Festival a grand success.
Mrs. Phillips can breathe freely once more. Everybody
declares themselves well pleased with the beauty of the
affair. The story of the coming of spring was portrayed
in a way that will never be forgotten.
8:30 p. m. Debate with Alva. A hard fought debate.
We get beaten. Decision two to one.
Friday, the fifth.
Alva again.

State reading contest.

Saturday, the sixth.
party.
Tuesday, the ninth..
Dramatic Club.
Friday, the twelfth.

We lost to

Miss Gee gives a Sophomore

"Cupid at Vassar" by the Q. P.
Senate gives a negro minstrel.

Sunday, the fourteenth.

Baccalaureate Sermon.

Wednesday, the seventeenth.

Commencement

Dr. Howard B. Cross
January 10, 1922
W H E R E A S , Dr. Howard B. Cross, a beloved former
associate and instructor in our Science department, has
willingly sacrificed his life in the service of humanity and
for the advancement of science, when as a representative of
the Rockefeller Institute he recently engaged in the fight
against Mexico's greatest plague, the yellow fever,
A N D W H E R E A S , his wife, formerly Miss Ollie DeBoard, at one time our esteemed Piano Instructor, is now
saddened by the loss of her beloved husband, therefore be
it resolved that,
W E , the Faculty of Southwestern State Teachers'
College, extend our sincere and tender sympathies to the
devoted wife and sorrowing relatives and we commend
them to the watchful care of our Heavenly Father to give
them comfort in this, their hour of trial.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of these
resolutions be presented to the bereaved wife and family,
and published in the Southwestern Magazine.
Lula E. Vrooman
Dora A. Stewart,
James A. McLauchlin, Committee.
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Maloney. Mattie
McKay, Gladys
Miller, Louis A.
Mason, Pearl
Marzan, G. C.
INIansur. W. A.
Parks, Blanche
Parks, Grace
Perryman. Emma
Storm. Bruce
Snow. Lillie
Simpson. Catherine
Smith. Maud Ellen
Sterritt, Flora Lucile

Taylor. William

Thurman,
Adeline
Veatch. Mable

Wansley. Irene
Wheeler, Leslie

Wallace. Chas. S.
Wallace, Ruth
Williams. Gordon
Wesner. Chas.
Wells. Loran A.

STUDENT COUNCIL

Roberts,
Seated:

Williams,
Larkin
Shoemaker,

Tubb.
Kendall.
Lance.
Roller
May
Ryan
Henson,
Remund,
Hostetter

HUMOR
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The First National Bank
Weatherford, Oklahoma

Established 1898

The oldest bank in Custer county. Students
are always welcome at this bank.

Officers
R. T. Hobrecht,
E. T. Hobrecht.

John Burks,

President
Vice Pres.

Cashier

C. M. Duvall Asst. Cashier

Phone 11

Big Salaries

Are Still

Baing

Paid

T o the trained, efficicnt office worker.
Wages have been reduced, untrained
workers have been cut off the pay roll. But the trained business man or woman
will always command a good position at a good salary.
— Put yourself into the trained class. A few months in our institution, Oklahoma's fastest growing business school, with an annual enrollment of one thousand, will make you a capable bookkeeper, stenographer,privateate secretary, telegraph operator, and equip you to take a more responsible position when the
epportunity arrives. Most thorough, practical course to be had in the least time
and at the least cost. P O S I T I O N S
Secured
FOr
All. GRADuates.
— F i l l in and mail coupon for large free catalogue and full information
Name...

PO

" W e t " Measure
Two pints, one quart,
Two quarts, one fight.
One fight, two cops.
Two cops, one judge.
One judge, thirty days.
Carl Shults: "Dad, give me a nickle."
Father: "Why Carl, you're getting to be too big a boy
to ask me for a nickel."
Carl: "I guess that's right, make it a dime."
Miss Shoemaker: (to English class) "I have just
found a new use for Tanlac."
Class: "Tell us what it is."
Miss Shoemaker: "To dope these themes that you
have been writing to make the punctuation break out."
Edward B: "Paw, what is an innocent reply?"
Pres. Burris: "Not guilty, my son."

E v e r y t h i n g

t o

E a t

H o m e of
P u r i t y

Qualily

B r e a d

Grocers

W e appreciate the patronage of Souths
western College

T

h

a

c

k

e

r

B

r

o

Up-to-Date Grocery and Bakery

s

.

EVOLUTION
By Edward Boyd, alias

"Arkansas"

According to Darwin's theory, man
is descendant of a hairy beast which
walked upon all fours.
I maintain the allegation is fal.se
because first, God created man in
his own image.

Second, it will not stand the test
of reason. Look straight ahead of
you. Now raise your eyes as far
upward as you can without moving
the head and you will notice it is a
A strain upon them. Next let your
eyes fall about forty-five degrees
and you will find that this is the
most restful position of any. Now
turning the figure of the man half
way around (as on all fours) and
you will notice that it is impossiible
for him to .see straight ahead in the
direction of the arrow.
Now let us put Darwin's man

down on hands and feet, not on hand-;
and knees, for if the lower part of
the leg from the knee down were not
used it would have been quickly
evolved off, say in fourteen or fifteen
million years.
My last illustration shows man,
the crowning achievement of God's
creation as Dai-win said he loped
gracefully off through the forest
primeval. CAN YOU BEAT IT?

The

Oklahoman & Times
Entertainers

and

Instructors

JUST THINK What the Oklahoman and Times give
you. Daily news from city, state nation and world furnished by the three great press associations, and two hundred of our correspondents; the best cartoons and comic
strips; complete market news and reports; the most comprehensive oil and financial page in the Southwest; daily
articles on the values and preparation of foods; home economics ; fashion notes; popular fiction and poetry; leading
articles on the subjects of science, history, drama review
of plays and players by a virtuoso; daily sport dope dished
out sizzling hot; daily quips and witty sayings; complete
political news; puzzles for children and grown-ups; hundreds of state news items daily; special Washington news
by our' own correspondent in the Capital City; bed-time
stories for the tiny tots and dozens of other features that
this limited space will not permit mention of. All these
special articles and features are yours for a few cents.
NO OTHER PAPER in the Southwest can give you so
much for your money as the Oklahoman and Times, or contribute so much to your fund of knowledge, your better
living, your health and your gayety. Frankly, if you have
not read the Oklahoman and Times you haven't read all
the news.
GET THE OKLAHOMAN from your dealer or write
direct to the

OKLAHOMAN a n d TIMES
Oklahoma

City, Okla.

BACKWARDS DAY FORENSIA GIRLS

Wyldewooed Toilet Articles
ARE ARTICLES OF MERIT

YOUR DRUGGIST

carries

THEM

IN STOCK

TRADE Supplied thorough

TheAlexanderDrug Company
Oklahoma City

He—Will you be my—
She—Oh. this is so sudden. Give me a little t i m e He continuiriK-partner for the next dance.
She— to catch my breath.
the last Fox tit»t yet.

I haven't recovered from

S. S. Teacher: "How many comnmndments are there."
Zuke: "Ten."
Teacher: "What would happen if you broke one of
them?"
Zuke: ' T h e r e would be nine left"
Ross Kendall: "Dad. Can you sign your name with
your eyes shut?"
Father: "Certainly."
Ross:

card."

"Well. then, .shut your eyes and sign my report

Doctor
OREN

STOTT

T, .S. Stafford

F R E D CRAMER

DENTIST

Stott & Cramer

Offic • ove • First Nat'l Bk.
B dg.
:
X R a y Work
PHONES:

FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING

Office, 60 - R sidence306-J

Wall Paper, Paints. Rugs,
Pathe Phonographs
and Records
WEATHERFORD
OKLA.

Marguerite Tangeman: "What makes the leaves turn
red in the fall ?"
Bob Burks: 'They're blushing to think how green
they've been all summer."
Biggs: "Her teeth are like the stars."
Jiggs: "How's t h a t ? "
Biggs: "They come out every night."

B e r g m a n - F r i e s e n
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

Ford, Fordson and
WEATHERFORD,

Lincoln

OKLAHOMA

f

ROM THE SMalLEST To THE
SECOND LARGET ANNUAL
ENGRAVING HOUSE INAmericawithinTEN yEARs
madE
POSSIBLE ONLy By S T r e n uoUS EFFoRT. EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
AND ENGRAVINGS oF UNQUESTIONED
QUALITY. INTRUSTING YOUR ANNUAL To OUR CORPS oF ART. PLANNING AND ENGRAVING SPECIALISTS INSURES ITS ARTISTIC AND
FINANCiaL SUCCESS.

Southwestern Engraving.
. FORT WORTH, TEXAS

College Men's Clothes

y

N

COLLEGE

OR

BUSINESS

AND

PROFESSIONAL

LIFE,

ou'll find more young f e l o w s who get their clothes
her , than from any other concern in the State. It is
because they know we have the smartest stlyes and
yet avoid the freakish; that we have the new ideas in
fabric, color, and pattern long before others do.

Oklahoma

May

Brothers

Davis: "While you were standing in the doorway telling the sweet young thing good-night, did it ever dawn
upon y o u — "
Erick Smith: "Oh, no. I never stayed as late as that."
Orin Bradley: (rounding a corner at full speed) "Do
you hear those cylinders knocking?"
Elva S: (timidly) "Tain't the cylinder, it's my knees."
Tubb: "I dreamed last night that I died."
Alberta: "And the heat woke you up."

DON'T

say you're going to the

The

I'm going to

THEATRE

Bungalow

—And always assure yourself of a good evening's entertainment.
LATEST AND BEST PHOTO
GOOD MUSIC

PLAYS
POPULAR

PRICES

J

Huckins

Hotel

OKLAHOMA

W e l l

CITY

P r e s s e d

Is Well Dressed

Clark,

the

L e a d i n g
Phone 140

D

I

X

weatherford's
ECONOMY

STORE

I

E

T a i l o r

CITY
STEAM LAUNDRY
City

Meat

Our work will please you.

Market
BOTH

TRY

Our Prices are Right, Too

PHONES

37
F. J. FRITZ
Prop'r

Us

P l a y

S a f e !

This Oracle was Insured by

Eugene Howe

Real Estate, Farm and City
Loans, Insurance, and
Oil Leases.

,

Weatherford, Okla.

Weatherford, Okla.

Conrad:(in Greasy Spoon) "Bring me a glass of milk."
Waiter: "What flavor?"
Cotton: "What d'you mean—flavor?"
Waiter: "Goat or c o w ? "
Edward Burris: "If I should kiss you how would you
meet the emergency?"
Frances M c L : "Face to face."

PHONE
Wheeler Grain
Company
C
Best McAlester Grades
Phone 270

City

O

A

L

Prompt Delivery
Rural Phone 75

THE

Davidson & Case
L U M B E R
COM PAN Y

Quality

A Woodpecker lit on a Freshman's head
And settled there to drill;
He bored away for half a day,
And finally broke his bill.

Goodner
&
Krumm
Company

o

Hardware
Columbia Phonographs
and Records

Student

First

The other day Miss Stewart
asked Ray Norton what a lie is.
He answered: An abomination
unto the Lord, but a very
present help in time of trouble.
Marie K.— I shall love to share
all your trials and troubles, dear.
Doc.—But
darling, I have
none.
Marie.—No, not now. I mean
when we're married.

H E A D Q U A R T E R S

The Varsity Shop
CONFECTIONERY and SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Orders Taken for Cut Flowers
N L. BRINTLE

R. E. BURKS

W A T T O N

S T U D I O

P

ORTRAIT
Photography...

204 Terminal Arcade Bldg

Mrs. J. P. Heard
& Co.
Up-to-the-Minute

Millinery
Hemstitching
BEAUTY

AND

PARLOR

Weatherford, Oklahoma

O K L A H O M A

D e l c o

C I T Y

L i g h t

—The con plete Farm Light
and Power Plant. Over
150,000 satisfied users of
Delco Light products.
E E. SIMS, Dealer
Weatherford, Oklahoma

Dr. Keeton: (in Education) "I may be mistaken but I
thought I heard your voice during my short lecture."
Mr. McCormick to Leo McKinney: "Well, McKinney,
what is the matter with your problem?"
McKinney: "I could work it if I knew how many sheep
there are in a herd."

Q u i c k
Tube Repairing and Tire
Vulcanizing

Weatherford Tire &
Battery Station
A l l W o r k Positively Guaranteed

J. M. Kendall's
Garage
G e n r a l Repairing and A c citsnries.
City Phone 334
Weatherford, Okla.

Penmanship

Creamer's Correspondence Course
— Creamer's system of Penmanship has been the adopted text
in the schools of Oklahoma for
the past twelve years
— This course is prepared to
meet the needs of teachers or
pupils who wish to improve their
writing.
— We have no trouble in placing
our people in good positions.

Write

CREAMER

for

F u l l

Particulars

CORRESPONDENCE
135 12 West Main Street

Oklahoma City.

Okla.

SCHOOL

PETTEE'S
121-123 W . Main Street

OKLAHOMA CITY

WE HAVE THE ARTICLE YOU WANT
WHEN YOU NEED IT M O S T - A N D
WE HAVE IT AT THE PRICE YOU
CARE TO PAY.

Page: "Are you fond of nuts?"
Evelyn L : "Is this a proposal?"
Mike: "Does yuh really love me or does yuh jes' think
yuh d o ? "
Faye R.: "Yas, indeedy, honey, I really loves yuh; I
ain't done any thinkin' yet."
He: " W h y do you reject me?
Is there another
fellow?"
Evelyn: "Possibly. Did you think you were the last
of the species."
Risinger: "Teacher, can a fellow get punished
something he didn't d o ? "
Mr. McCormick: " W h y no of course not."
Risinger: "Well, I haven't done my arithmetic."

for

Recipe for a FULL GROWN SOPHOMORE

Start in the fall with a big green freshman. Put him through the mill of enrollment, season with a little gray matter, and .
"knead in a lot of boneheads. Expose to the
finals every nine weeks until he has been
exposed four times, add a few strappings
and set to rise three months.
By September you will have a well risen
young Soph.
Repeat in general the process of the year before, kneading in more
gray matter along the way. Squeeze him
hard several times for dough for popularity
contests and Oracle funds. Work him hard
about the time of the SWIM. Bake him
with finals about May; butter him a life
certificate and turn loose the full grown
sophomore upon the helpless children of the
country.
Is this right?

Rice Studio

OraclePicturesfor13years7,000RegisteredNegatives

Where your heart is your photograph

M O R E

TELEPHONE

F O R

Toil

Y O U R

M O N E Y

Service rates are graduated according to the

cost of furnishing the service.

"Station to station" service is less

expensive than "person to person" service because it is not necessary for the telephone company to locate a particular person.
BY

Using "station

to station" service when

it will answer your

needs, the cost is 20 per cent less than the "person to person" service.
Further Savings are possible by selecting the time of day when the
call is made.
" S T A T I 0 N TO S T A T I O N " calls between 8:30 p. m. and midnight
are charged at "Evening Rates" and the cost is about 50 per cent
less than the day ".station to station" rate, when the day rate is .50
cents or more.
" S T A T I O N TO S T A T I O N " calls between midnight and 4:30 a. m.
are charged at "Night Rates" and the co.st is about 75 per cent less
than the da>' "station to station"
dollar or more.

Reduced

rates when the day rate is one

rates do not apply when the "station to

station" day rate is 25 cents or less.
MANY

Subsribers are taking advantage of this service, which is

speedy and less expensive.
TO Place a "station to station" call, reach the long-distance operator in the usual way and say— " I wish to talk to anyone at Walnut 5G57, Oklahoma City,"—or if you don't know the telephone number—say, " I wish to talk to anyone at James Smith's residence on
Lee Street, Oklahoma City.

Southwestern

Bell Telephone C o m p a n y

The
V a i l Jewelry G o .
Class Pins and Rings
Fraternal Jewelry
Fine Stationery
Invitations
Track Medals
Literary MedalTrophies, Cups. Banners
and prizes for any occasion.
Our mail order department will
serve you at any time.
Wichita.

Kansas

Essay on Man
Man is an omnivorous animal.
Some smart people call him a
bi-ped, but this is an error.
He's just a plain, every day,
two-legged animal.
He is very tame. You can
go out and put your hand on
him anywhere so long as you
don't put it on his pocketbook.
He has, under such conditions,
been known to kick.
He is like the dog—howls a
good deal and runs around at
night.
Like the camel, man has been
known to go a long time without drinking water.
Like the elephant, he has a

trunk, but he doesn't always
take it with him. The elephant
does.
As to what man is really
good for, anthropology is still
in the dark. Being strong, he
is used to draw pictures, carry
news and pull revolvers.
He is also fast and often goes
in the human race.
Properly trained, man can
jump higher than any other
animal.
He h a s even been
known to jump his board bills.
Although in many ways man
is like other animals, in this
respect he is different from
them all— he lies standing up.

Designers

&

Manufactuers
of

Exclusive
Commencement
Invitations
Class Pins and Rings
Personal

inquiries

pondence

given

and corresprompt

and

courteous attention.

JACCARD
JEWELRY
1017-1019

Walnut

Kansas City,

CO.
Street

Mo

The

L i b e r t y

Officers of

the

N a t i o n a l

congratulate the class of
on your success in

1922

completing

the sourse at Southwest Teachers College, and wiso you success as you enter the school of
Life.

May you master all diffi

culties that may

arise in the

future as you have in the past.
This bank will always be glad
to assist in any manner consistent with good business.

B a n k

PROF-REYNOLDS-GOES-"OVER-THE-TOP"

WINCHESTER

WINCHESTER

Flashlights, Batteries,
Fishing Tackle, Skates

Guns, Ammunition,
Tools and Cutlery

W h a t ' T h e Winchester Store
means to you
For several months this store has been

known as ' T h e

Winchester Store " of Weatherford, Okla.
This means that wo have

been selected as the exclusive

agency for the new Winchester products.
In addition

to the

world famous Winchester

amunition we now have Winchester

guns and

hardware—made to the

same exacting standards and rigid inspections and backed by
Winchester guarantee.

The Winchester lines include:
TOOLS

FISHING

TACKLE

CUTLERY

SKATES

FLASHLIGHTS

BATTERIES

G . K. Harris Hardware Go.
THE

Wichester

WEATHERFORD, OKLA

STORE

Central B a r b e r S h o p
Everything first class.

Give us a trial then judge

W e solicit your trade.

Caldwell &

J A N Z E N ' S
S T O R E

College Books and Supplies, Kodaks, Music
Fountain Pens
Toilet Articles

Teacher's Question Book
B.V mail 5c extra.

$1.00.

Little one I would swim the
ocean to be at your side.
How nice of you Doc. When
are you coming to see me
again ?
Wednesday night, if it does
not rain.

Ozbirn

Last spring when the Oklahoma fruit trees were blossoming
and bringing forth the fruits of
the land, a number of Southwestern's gayer members went
to a country orchard in search
of ripe fruit. Becoming tired
they sat down under a fruit
laden apple tree to rest. The
Oklahoma wind was whistling
through the leaves and making
a most mournful sound.
Ross, said Cleone, what makes
that tree moan and groan so?
Ross: Cleone if you were as full
of green apples as that tree is
you'd moan and groan too.

J . H . Gaddis
GARAGE
Auto Livery
Good

Miss Stewart to James Tubb,
Is your name Tubb or Tubbs ?
Jimmie, Just one, I'm single.

Cars

Prices Reasonable

,

S u g d e n

&

B o y e r

Where you can get good things to eat and
good clothes to wear.
Ladies Rest Room in connection with
our Ladies Ready-to Wear Dep't.
Our lines are:
Dry Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-Wear, Notions
Men's and Boys' Clothing
Men's Furnishings
Mens and Boy's Shoes Ladies' and Children's shoes
Groceries, Trunks, Bags
"Get

it at Sugden &

Boyers."

Lorene G.—Why do they use knots on the ocean in- ;
stead of miles?
j
Clay V.—Well you see they couldn't have the ocean
tide without knots.
Florence Ryan—What do you think of our scheme for |
Christmas decorating. It's holly over laurel leaves.
Truman Kendell—Very pretty.

But personally

for m

1
E m e r s o n ' s

R a c k e t

S t o r e

Sells it for L e s s
W h y Pay
Weatherford,

-

More
-

Oklahoma

T

E

X

T

B

O

O

K

S

Superintendents
and Teachers
Supplies
Come and See Us When in the City

Webb Publishing Company
135 1/2 West Main Street
O k l a h o m a C i t y , Okla.

KERR'S The

Rendezvous

CRISP SUMMER

of Fashion

Seekers"

DRESSES

Organdie . Voile - Ratine • Gingham
Rodier and other great fabric designers have originated some of
the attractive new fabrics.
American and foreign looms have
achieved a triumph in weaving—and
skilled, artietic
finger
have fashioned the most diverting of styles.

ONE of the charms of these Frocks is their ability to make you
younger! Their colors alone will do this—can you imagine anyone
feeling a day over twenty in a frock of white voile with plaids of
lipstick red and a touch of black about it? Or a dandelion yellow
organdy is the most refreshingly attractive affair imaginable.
SUMMER

APPAREL

AND

ACCESSORIES,

The Kerr Dry Goods Company
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

"The center of the City's

activities"

TOO

Two Things
are due from a bank to its depositors—
Safety and Service
both of these we offer to all and invite

You
to become one of our customers.

G U A R A N T Y

S T A T E

Weatherford,
W . H . L O T H M A N , Pres.

Hawk

Produce

Cash buyers of

Eggs
Poultry
Butter
Hides

Orders taken for
CUT

FLOWERS

Co.

B A N K

Oklahoma
F. D. Lucas. Cashier

Coach: How is your breathing?
Henry S. —Boyish.
Coach : What do you mean?
Henry—It comes in short
pants.
Mr.
Reynolds—Tomorrow
we will take the life of Benjamin Franklin; come prepared.
Marriage is the greatest j
incident in the life of a woman
and the greatest accident in
the life of a man.

The Young Men's Store
Always the new Nifty

Up-to-Date

Palmer-Potter Hardware
Company

Furnishings and Clothing
Kuppenheimer Clothes Walk-Over
and

Edwin

Clapp

Shoes.

Man-

Shelf and Heavy Hardware
Farm Machinery

hattan Shirts.

L E O A . HAAS,

Furniture

Clinton, Okla.

Teacher—Give an example of a coincident.
Pupil—Why-ah-er, my father and mother were married on the same day.
Father—Why are you always behind in your studies?
John Conrad—How could I pursue them if I wasn't?
Am 1 the first girl you ever kissed—Alberta.
Well, I am not an expert, but I didn't think I did as
poor as that. Let's try again.—Jimmie.

Weatherford

Drug

College, Normal and

Company
Public

School Text Books, Supplies

G.H.-DAVIS-WORKING OUT HIS A.B. IN EUROPEAN HISTORY CLASS

USE

Save the labels from the above brands and secure CASH for
Church Societies and for yourself CHARLESTOWN PATTERN
SILVERWARE guaranteed by the factory to be plated with pure
silver on the best nickel silver metal, and the famous 42 PIECE
HAVILAND SHAPE BLUE BIRD DINNER SETS.
Ask your grocer or write us for full information.

Carroll,

Brough,

Robinson,

Clinton,

Oklahoma

&

Humphrey

The Crowd in Weatherford, Okla., on Tradesday

F.

D .

Shults

Spot Cash Groceries
at

SAM

Spot Gash Prices

RANDLE

G u t Flowers

City Phone 3 2 6 . Rural

123

Graduation Photographs
Graduation Days! Happy memories brought back by
Photos from friends in school. They want them and you
owe it to your-self and your friends.

Perpetuate this occasion by having good
Photos made

We Ourselves
The Better
Serve
By Serving
Others Best

Blunk Art Studio
Clinton, Oklahoma

